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PREFACE 
I developed this study in an effort to analyze some of the more obvious discrepancies 
I have observed between the literature and practice in the field of technical 
communication. As a practitioner and author of computer software documentation similar 
to the samples studied in this thesis, 1 believe that much research in technical 
communication remains transfixed by old paradigms of documentation. I hope this thesis 
may, in some small way, provoke a renewed analysis of computer documentation and a 
fresh look at some of the existing assumptions and standards of computer documentation. 
r would like to thank Deborah for her patience and understanding, as well as Ashleigh 
for smiling and being content as I worked at the computer. Additionally, I sincerely want 
to thank Dr. Thomas Warren, my advisor, for his tolerance of my multiple and sometimes 
conflicting projects and directions. Thanks also to the remainder of my thesis committee 
- Dr. Robert Brown and Dr. Richard Batteiger - for their insightful and extremely 
helpful comments on the draft of this thesis. Thanks also to the librarians at the Oklahoma 
State University library and others. I am sure, whom I have forgotten at this time. 
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Ch apter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Writing instructions for computer users continues to challenge technical 
communicators, as it apparently has for several years, based on the steady flow of new 
publications about computer documentation. The ever-increasing complexity of computer 
software, coupled with the near-impossibility of targeting with focus and precision the 
needs of a heterogeneous audience, leads to continued discussion and recommendations of 
the best or most usable or highest quality documentation; yet the literature yields few new 
solutions for the technical communication community. 
Much research and publication in the technical communication field continues to 
focus, as it has for the past several years, on how to provide "effective documentation" -
whatever that might be - to computer users, including both novice users and others who 
need to use computers as a tool to accomplish specific tasks. Books, anthologies, 
periodicals, and articles about writing procedures, user's manuals, and usable 
documentation abound. As a technical communicator, facing the onslaught of too many 
how-tos about how-tos, the challenge becomes not only to provide infonnation effectively 
to the audience, but to make sense out of the advice and recommendations from the 
technical communication literature. 
In this chapter, I will outline my observations about commercially available computer 
documentation, in the context of frequent recommendations from the technical 
communication literature. I will then identifY and describe a research problem stemming 
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from these observations. I will conclude this introductory chapter by identifying key 
aspects of the problem to consider throughout the subsequent review of literature, 
methodolob'Y, results and discussion, and conclusion. 
Observations and Commentary on Computer Documentation 
Two main schools of thought exist in the technical communication literature through 
apparent attempts to provide information to readers more effectively. As I will show more 
thoroughly in Chapter 2, the approaches to writing instructions in the technical 
communication literature can be divided grossly into the school of mini mali sm (John 
Carroll, others) and the more conservative or traditional school of providing clear and 
complete yet unadorned documentation sets (Carliner, Redish, others). 
However, commercial computer user's manuals seem to completely fit neither of the 
above categories. For the purposes of this thesis, I consider commercial computer user's 
manllals to include most commonly-available, task-oriented, reference books designed to 
help people use software. For example, many books in the ... for Dummies series, in the . 
. . for Bu.\}' People series, or other similar or competing books would fit this definition of 
commercial computer user's manuals, while tutorials or guided learning activities would 
not. 
Far from minimalism, many commercial user ' s manuals include thorough instructions 
on all aspects of the computer software - more information, in some cases, than is 
contained in the manufacturer-provided documentation. Much commercial documentation 
also does not fit with a more traditional or conservative paradigm of technical 
communication . The periodical technical communication literature as well as many recent 
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technical communication books expli,citly instruct writers to "provide only the infonnation 
that is required, no more, no less" (Carliner 1993, 181). Rather than following this 
directive, commercial computer documentation often includes asides, commentary, advice, 
and other information embedded within sets of procedures. 
While "the information that is required" in procedural sets certainly lends itself to 
loose interpretation, the overall sense of the professional literature about writing 
instructional text indicates that superfluous information would hinder, not help, readers. 
As a matter offact, many technical communication researchers explicitly indicate that "the 
reader's goal is to get in, get the answer, and get out as quickly as possible" (Redish, 
Battison, Gold 1985, 139) with the admonition that non-essential information will hinder 
the reader. 
However, rather than providing an organization with clearly defined and limited sets 
of procedures for the reader to access easily, many commercially available examples of 
computer documentation present an amorphous mixture of instructions, hints, 
background, and introductory information. The non-procedural information within the 
instmctional steps I will call elaboration. Elaboration is additional, non-essential and non-
critical information, buried in instructional steps. 
The observation of elaboration within instructional steps raises the question of how 
frequently and consistently this elaboration appears in computer documentation. 
Interestingly, the concept of elaboration is rarely mentioned in the technical 
communication literature or in technical communication-related instructional text. 
Thus, there appears to be a large variety of documentation that fits in neither the 
minimalist nor more traditional schools ofproceduraJ instruction style. Furthermore, this 
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commercial documentation appears to be fairly unlike many of the computer 
documentation recommendations from the technical communication literature as well. 
Although I do believe that it is important to examine the relationship between 
recommendations in the literature and samples from the practice, I do not intend to imply 
that all new solutions should be preferred to the recommendations codified in the 
literature, nor even to state that any fraction of new solutions should be implemented 
blindly, without significant usability testing. However, a frequently or consistently 
observed discrepancy between the literature and the practice is, I believe, counter-intuitive 
and worthy of closer examination, particularly when the discrepancy might indicate that 
the current paradigm does not meet certain needs, either of the writer or the reader. 
Types of Computer Documentation 
In tenns of computer documentation, Woolever and Loeb (1994, 2-10) provide a 
very lLlseful and fairly typical characterization offour types of hard-copy computer 
documentation: IIser guides, reference manllals, quick reference guides, and tutorials. 
They identify a user guide as "a manual that gives step-by-step instructions for first-time 
users of a particular product." The user guide, they suggest, is usually task-oriented and 
increases in complexity through the book - new users should have an understanding and 
ability to lise the product after working through a user guide. Reference manuals, on the 
other hand, assume knowledgeable users (although not expert) and are organized in 
modular units, often alphabetical1y by command. User's guides and reference manuals can 
be combined - either as two manuals in one or by making a user guide easier to use as a 
reference. Quick reference guides are short reminders of how to use the product, while 
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(utorials - as the name implies - teach how to do something and have some means with 
which users can evaluate their success. 
Woolever and Loeb (1994, 9-10) clarify the difference between user guides and 
tutorials in terms of the additional features and unique characteristics that tutorials have, 
including an "informal tone, extended metaphors, pictures, reassurances, and other similar 
teaching tools." Woolever and Loeb also indicate that tutorials give the sensation that the 
user is being helped by a patient teacher, which seems to provide support to novice or 
unsure users. All these characteristics would seem ideal for computer user documentation, 
but Woolever and Loeb warn that tutorials do not work as well after users have mastered 
the product because users find the pace too slow. 
These classifications, although fairly typical of the technical communication literature, 
do not seem to accommodate a significant amount of the commercial computer user's 
manuals available today. Much commercial documentation - characterized by the 
publishers as IIser '.'I guides - blends traditional reference material with a vaguely tutorial 
tone and emphasis, yielding books that are not user's guides or tutorials in the traditional 
sense and are not designed strictly for reference. These new user's guides are appropriate 
for both novice and experienced users, and are distinctly different from much computer 
documentation as described in of the technical communication literature, as well as 
ditTerent from Woolever and Loeb's definition of user guides. 
Selected samples of computer user documentation that blend reference 
documentation, user's guides, and some of Woolever and Loeb's characteristics of 
tutorials serve as the focus of my inquiry in this thesis. 
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Research P·roblem 
I suspect, based on these preliminary observations, that a discrepancy exists between 
recommendations in the technical communication literature and the practice oftechnicaI 
communication, at least insofar as commercial computer user' s guides reflect the practice. 
Commercial computer user's guides now exhibit - in a development that is apparently 
relatively independent from the technical communication literature - a composite of 
tutorial, user's guide, and reference manual. This composite comes complete with an 
apparently unusual, at least in the context of traditional technical communication, 
approach to writing instructional steps. 
Although a discussion of the relationship between the literature and practice - if the 
literature prescribes the practice or describes what is already being done - exceeds the 
scope of this thesis, I believe that any observations from the practice that appear to be not 
addressed in or to be different from the literature merit further investigation. 
An important step of investigation will be to determine if commercial documentation 
does or does not actually follow the recommendations from the research literature. 
Therefore, in this thesis, r will address the research question: Do computer user 
instructions from commercial documentation consistently follow the guidelines presented 
in the technical communication literature? If, in fact, the literature and practice do show 
substantive differences, I will explore possible reasons for the differences and call for 
additional inquiry into this aspect of technical communication. 
Specifically, in this thesis, I will examine only sets of procedural instructions that give 
step-by-step instructions in finite processes, taken from commercial computer 
documentation, to determine jf a basis exists to assert the need for further study of user 
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of the essence of David Dobrin ' s definition of technical communication: "Technical 
writing is writing that accommodates technology to the user." (Dobrin 1983, 242). 
In arguing for providing only essential information, Carliner (1993, 163) specifically 
warns against including, for example, infonnation about how a computer system processes 
information. On the other hand, in a more general context, Dobrin maintains that technical 
writers, when presenting information, ask first "who is the reader" not '~what is the world" 
(247). Carliner appears to follow what Dobrin characterizes as the "what is the world" 
view, with the expressed concern about providing such esoteric information, rather than 
following a more practical "who is the reader" view. Certainly, for most audiences, 
Carliner's example reflects addressing a "what is the world" view, because few readers 
have need to know or use information about how computer systems process information. 
For writers who keep Dobrin's definition in mind, the additional information that Carliner, 
among others, is concerned about including becomes superfluous, thus paving the way to 
including useful, effective information within procedural steps, as a service to the reader. 
Terminology and Issues 
Elaboration 
For the purposes of this document, elaboration refers to information included within 
instructional steps or within a procedure that provides information that is a) not essential 
to the completion of the procedure by the intended audience and is b) not a cautionary or 
warning statement. Clearly, "not essential" cannot be precisely defined and will vary based 
on the audience, but most instances of elaboration can clearly be identified as useful in a 
global context, although expendable on a procedure by procedure basis. 
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For example, in a document intended for highly experienced electricians about 
replacing a fuse box, one might find only the most basic steps, as shown in Figure 1. The 
basic procedure includes only steps, with no additional guidance for readers. In some 
documents, for their intended audience, that infonnation might well be all that is necessary 
(presuming that all warnings and cautions have already been adequately addressed). The 
same document for less experienced audiences might include elaboration infonnation and 
be more generally useful, as in Figure 2. 
Rep/aci/IK II Fu.~e Box 
1. Shut otT power to fuse box. 
2. Cut all wires. 
3. Remove the screws that connect the fuse box to the wall. 
Figure 1: Basic Procedure. 
As shown in Figure 2, the elaborated instructions address the same material, but with 
additional help and assistance, such as an experienced professional would provide. The 
information between Step 1 and Step 2 and that between Step 2 and Step 3 are possibly 
essent ial information for novice audiences because completely inexperienced readers might 
not be able to complete the procedure safely without that information. However, a slightly 
more experienced audience would quite possibly benefit from - but not really need - the 
tips. A truly experienced audience would likely not need the information at all. 
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Rep/acing a Fuse Box 
1. Shut off power to fuse box. 
Break the circuit between the house main and the fuse box by throwing a switch, 
removing other fuses, or disconnecting the electric meter where the power enters the 
house. 
2. Cut all wires. 
Cut cleanly and evenly, as close to the old connections as is feasible and perpendicular 
to the wire, to make it easier to strip and reattach the wires later. 
3. Remove the screws that connect the fuse box to the wall. 
Save the screws for reuse later. 
Figure 2: Procedure with Elaboration. 
I consider elaboration information as information that purposefully stretches the 
bounds of audience appropriateness (in the strictest definition) with the objective of 
making the procedure more useful, effective, appropriate for learning, or otherwise more 
effective than it would have been without elaboration. Specifically, elaboration augments 
procedural steps with information that often facilitates understanding or learning, or with 
other information that is not essential to the reader for completing the procedure. 
Elaboration expands on essential information, facilitating increased domain 
knowledge, without delving into extensive theoretical discussions and without requiring 
extensive prior knowledge to understand. The complexity of computer systems makes it 
impossible, within a manageable scope, to address all possibilities and contingencies of a 
system or even of a procedure within a system. The reasons for this complexity and the 
eventual results will be demonstrated throughout this discussion, but in short, suffice it to 
say that most computer processes and procedures and the context with ill which they occur 
cannot be adequately described with simple, unelaborated, procedural steps. 
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Sometimes elaboration information is already well-known or even considered 
common knowledge. In other cases, the elaboration provides insight or other assistance 
that only the author knows, or, in some cases, that the author feels will be appropriate 
additional information or a useful reminder for that reader at that time. What constitutes 
elaboration is certainly subjective, and what is elaboration in one context for one audience 
might well be essential information in the same procedure for a different audience. 
While it would be easy to dismiss instructional text with "elaboration" or other 
apparently superfluous material as an anomaly or as an insignificant deviation from the 
accepted technical communication practices (outlined in Chapter 2), my preliminary 
observations indicate that elaboration text frequently or consistently appears in 
commercial (after-market) documentation - documentation for which users pay 
substantial amounts of money and documentation that they can review and consciously 
choose. Not to imply that people necessarily purchase the best or more useful 
documentation, but instances of readers consistently choosing documentation that deviates 
from recommendations in the literature would be a finding that should require further 
research and a closer look at the assumptions in the literature. 
In this thesis, I will attempt to determine if elaboration actually occurs frequently in 
computer user documentation - too frequently to be only an anomaly. If it does 
frequently occur, that will indicate a discrepancy between the technical communication 
practice and the literature, which would then probably merit further inquiry. 
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Forecasting Information 
In Chapter 2, I will review the available literature on computer user instructions and 
related topics that apply to the study of computer user instructions. Appropriately 
developing computer user documentation requires knowledge of several subject domains, 
including aspects of learning theory, instructional design, and more traditional areas of 
technical communication, including procedure writing and audience analysis. In an effort 
to adequately survey relevant areas of scholarship, this review ofliterature in writing 
instructional text draws primarily on technical communication literature. but writing 
procedural steps unfortunately remains fairly lightly studied; therefore aspects of other 
disciplines must be used as a tool with which to analyze how procedures can and should 
be written. 
Chapter 3 will describe the methodology I use to assess sets of procedural steps from 
selected commercially available software documentation. Specifically focusing on 
commercial documentation for Microsoft Word for Windows, I will assess the frequency 
and kinds of elaboration used in the documentation. In Chapter 4, I will present my 
findings about how procedural steps in commercial documentation are written, then, in 
Chapter 5, [ will discuss possible reasons for my findings, including elaborating possible 
causes for the disparity T expect to find. Finally, I will conclude with a discussion of my 
findings and their significance for technical communicators as well as for students and 
teachers of technical communication. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Overview 
To answer the question, "Do computer user instructions from commercial 
documentation consistently follow the guidelines presented in the technical communication 
literature?" requires not only a review ofliterature about writing procedures, but also a 
survey of more global concepts to provide the correct context for the discussions, 
including concepts such as instructional design and audience analysis. 
My premise is that much computer user documentation incorporates elements of 
instructional design and of more traditional technical communication, while completely 
fitting the mold of neither. This section will outline some of the relevant aspects of the 
instructional, technical communication, and other professional literature that affect 
computer user documentation. Additionally, this section will establish a framework of 
concepts within which I can discuss my findings about procedural steps in software 
documentation. 
The various areas of scholarship in instructional text and in creating procedural text 
address creating basic procedures and developing straightforward training assignments, 
but fail to address adequately the synthesis of procedural steps and instructional design 
that appears to characterize much commercial computer documentation today. 
Specifically, computer user documentation appears to require both procedural information 
to serve reference needs and information to help readers understand more global 
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considerations than a series of steps. The published literature comprehensively addresses, 
on the one hand, the instructional design considerations involved in teaching about 
computer programs or systems, and on the other hand, adequately instructs on the process 
of creating effective procedural steps. The literature does not adequately synthesize the 
two different areas. 
SUlVeying the published scholarship that affects procedural sets in computer 
documentation requires a sUlVey oflearning theory from education and psychology, in 
addition to audience analysis and writing procedural instructions from technical 
communication. 
Throughout this thesis, it is important to note that most of the published scholarship 
in this area is anecdotal in nature. All empirical studies that I review will be explicitly 
called out as such in the text. 
In this section, I will first review relevant literature about audience analysis, 
particularly as it directly relates to selecting information for procedural steps. Beyond the 
traditional areas of audience, this section will also review some more anecdotal aspects-
particularly the "users do not read" premise. Next, I will review selected relevant literature 
about learning theory, including the aspects of behaviourism, cognition, and information 
processing concepts. These areas all directly affect issues of structuring information for 
learning or doing or both. The final section of this review of literature addresses the 
various theories about writing procedures, including reasons people read the written 
procedures. I begin with the minimalist school and proceed through the various levels of 
gray that accompany the "provide only essential information" edicts. 
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Audience 
The concept of audience and audience analysis in technical communication is nothing 
new, but a review of some important aspects and issues will provide useful background 
and contextual information for further discussion of computer user documentation. I will 
begin the discussion with Pearsall, who provides a groundwork for the theory, then will 
proceed through several different aspects of audience analysis and definition. 
These approaches develop an assumption - quite possibly an inappropriate 
assumption - that only specific, quantifiable, information is necessary in procedural steps. 
Further discussion of audience analysis delves more into the abstract and less clear issues 
of audience, from issues of psychological approaches to rhetorical aspects of audience. 
Pearsall's 5-part definition (1969) of audience, including the layman (sic), executive, 
expert, technician, and operator, provides a useful view into audience to determine the 
information that should or should not be included in instructional text. Instructional or 
procedural text occurs primarily in documents written for Pearsall's technician and 
operator audiences. 
Pearsall indicates that for an audience of technicians the writer may assume a high-
level of practical knowledge in the field and therefore should provide "lists of instructions 
written in the active voice, imperative mood" (1969, xx). Technical manuals need not be 
self-contained and may assume certain knowledge on the part of the reader, for example, 
in not instructing on the use of tools in the context ofa procedure (1969, 41). 
For an operator, who may have somewhat less knowledge in the subject domain than 
a technician - but no less need for thorough instructions - manuals should be self-
contained, should provide background information where essential, and should include 
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complete procedural steps. Pearsall does not explicitly address elaboration or providing 
tips for the operator, although he does acknowledge that providing information about 
selecting tools for a task is sometimes necessary (1969, 47). 
Modem computer user documentation presumably addresses an audience similar to 
Pearsall's operator, with the caveat that they might have little or no subject domain 
knowledge, yet need to use the tools nonetheless. However, other approaches to audience 
take the issue to another level of complexity. 
In the context of instructions in the use of a product, the infonnation provided in a set 
of instructions is based on "an assumption that the audience has been through all the 
earlier stages and is now ready to use the product to its fullest potential. This infonnation 
solves the problem of how a particular application will work" (Caernarven-Smith 1983, 
19). Theoretically, then, the writer must provide only the instructions and no other 
information, if the audience has already done everything else. 
In terms of audience analysis as it is addressed in the literature and taught in advanced 
technical communication classes intended for prospective professional writers, readers' 
need for additional information, such as support, confirmation, and ongoing explanation is 
occasionally raised as an issue. For example, Alred, Oliu, and Brusaw recommend 
providing "reassurance at the outset" but fail to recommend ongoing reassurance, even for 
the anxious audience. (1992, 60). 
Caernarven-Smith (1983, 195) addresses similar issues when she notes that reluctant 
audiences need to be 
coaxed and cared for to the point that they feel well educated and confident 
to undertake the job. This is accomplished by presenting a good deal of 
information, including many illustrations. 
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Additionally, Caemarven-Smith comments that authors should provide pacing 
infonnation suggesting what to read first and should establish levels of prerequisite 
knowledge for specific topics . Both of these techniques serve to slow the eager audience 
as well as support the reluctant audience. It appears that this perspective, although 
reasonable, is de-emphasized by a large part of the technical communication literature. 
Caemarven-Smith (1983,141-3) also reiterates the importance ofcomrnunication 
psychology in effectively addressing an audience. Grossly paraphrased, she sees the 
significant issue as how people respond to the overall communicative approach, not just 
the words on the page, including the level of language, of sophistication, and the sense of 
pace and style. 
Further addressing technical communication from a psychological perspective can be 
used to continue to support a case for elaboration in user documentation. Sanders (1988, 
65) builds on Carl Roger's argument and discusses the importance of the writer expressing 
a perspective as it would be seen by the reader. 
A three-part synopsis ofRogerian argument involves 1) stating the facts neutrally, 2) 
demonstrating an understanding of the situation from the reader' s perspective, and 3) 
stating aims and goals, including value judgments (Sanders 1988, 67). Although Sanders 
provides an explanation of how these stages map onto conventional expository text, they 
also map - at a micro level - easily onto an instructional step, with adjunct information 
about what the system does as well as an instance of elaboration. 
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Opening (l File 
1. Choose File ~ Open. 
The Open dialog box will appear. Don' t worry about choosing 
the file type - the program guesses, generally accurately, for you. 
Figure 3: Procedure in Rogerian Terms. 
Figure 3 shows a procedure with Rogers' neutral statement (step 1), statement of 
understanding (first sentence after the step), and further elaboration including goals and 
aims. (Lest we assume that Sander's intent was only to apply the Rogerian argument to 
longer discourse objects. an example [69] applies it to a clever twelve line poem, with very 
good results.) 
Developing rhetorical aspects of audience analysis further, technical writers should 
"acknowledge that their writing is ... rhetorically engaged and that they can expressly and 
consciously practice the strategies that make their writing communicate" (De Beaugrande 
1988, 84). While specific mention of instructional steps is not present, it seems that 
effective communication from the reader' s perspective would more closely resemble 
Sander's Rogerian interpretation than mundane procedural sets. 
Additionally, Sanders counsels technical writers against "trying to stay out of the way 
of the objective truth" and implies that a direct statement of evaluation or opinion, at 
rhetorically appropriate times, is to be recommended (1988, 74). 
Returning to the topic of the Rogerian concepts of inferring the reader's needs and 
directly addressing them, some studies have analyzed the effects of anticipating questions. 
Odell (1985, 255-259) cites comments from a study about elaboration in text in which 
analysts (the writers, in this case) anticipated questions from their hypothetical readers and 
addressed them explicitly in the text. Odell's assessment, based on the relative lack of 
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contact the analysts had with their actual audience and the intermediate reviews of the 
analyst's writing, implies that perhaps the sense of audience is misplaced because the 
analysts did not really know (personally) their audience. The same procedure that Odell 
critically relates - that of imputing the response of a hypothetical audience - is generally 
recommended to technical writers of all sorts creating a variety of different documents. In 
general, I would suggest that any attempts to anticipate and answer questions from the 
audience should be encouraged, not discouraged. 
Overall, the psychological approaches to audience and understanding the reader seem 
to be addressed at the theoretical level, but not often applied to procedural steps, at least 
in the technical communication literature. Were they consistently applied to the literature, 
elaboration would probably be more frequently recommended. 
Asking Questions 
In an article about the Five W's, Hart (1996, 139) tangentially addresses the need for 
clarification and elaboration in technical documentation. Hart identifies five considerations 
for technical communicators in the context of the joumaHstic maxim of who, what, why, 
where, when (and how). Hart defines what as the task users might try to do and the steps 
they must follow to do it (140), and why as the explanation of why anyone would choose 
to follow that (or those) steps. In further clarification, Hart states that why information in 
a manual would include explanatory components, apologies, and justifications -
potentially all issues that would fall under the more inclusive rubric of elaboration within 
procedural sets (144). 
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Additionally, using the questions of what, how, when, where, who, and why can help 
determine the appropriate level of detail in a procedure (Zimmerman and Campbell 1988, 
49). As with Hart's five question assessment, the why corresponds most closely to 
elaborative information. Zimmerman and CampbeU state, however, that writers should 
"resist the temptation" of answering all possible why questions in a procedure and reserve 
more detailed why answers for training documentation (1988, 50). It is not clear if this 
warning not to include too much information refers to a reading to do approach or to 
something similar to Redish's "reading to learn to do" concept (1993). 
In a final assessment, Hart claims that much technical documentation addresses the 
reader's need to know what but "either ignores or undervalues the remaining four W's." 
(1996, 145). Hart further points out that failure to provide information to answer all these 
questions leaves meeting the reader's needs at least somewhat to chance. 
Certainly, anything that can be done to answer questions for the reader is to be 
recommended. Meeting audience needs, of course, assumes that the audience actually 
reads the material provided - an assumption that many researchers call into question, as 
well as the what and how of reading instructions in general. 
Reading, or Not 
A commonly expressed opinion in much of the technical communication literature is 
that users do not read documentation or at least do not thoroughly read documentation. 
This section will survey different schools of thought about how and when users actually 
read documentation. 
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Two kjnds of reading tasks apply to this analysis of elaboration in user 
documentation. Reference reading is reading to find an answer, while performance reading 
is to carry out a set of procedures (Holland, Charrow, and Wright 1988,34). Assuming 
readers read documentation specifically to complete a task, most readers of user 
documentation fall into the performance reading category. However, taken in a broader 
perspective, both tasks can easily apply to user documentation. In the context of computer 
user documentation, the immediate need is logically to carry out a set of procedures, while 
finding other infonnation is secondary, yet important for many purposes. 
As Wright (1994, 17) asserts, "the reluctance of people to actually read technical 
materials is well known." She further asks - rhetorically - "if the quality solution is to 
show [meaning tell] people or let them find out." Letting them find out would be most 
similar to a minimalist perspective and Wright's own minimalist recommendation, while 
the alternative solution she rejects fits a more traditional modeL 
Some studies show that few readers will read continuous discourse - apparently 
users want to spend their time working on the computer, not reading about it. The users 
"scan down the page looking for specific steps that they can follow" (Ramey 1988, 148) 
In an attempt to address the issue of readers reading or not, Weiss recommends that 
the best approach is to "devise documents that compel readers to find what they need, in 
the most efficient sequence, and with a level of effort that neither discourages them nor 
lowers their productivity" (1991, 16). Although Weiss stops short of recommending 
specific steps to take, information embedded within series of instructional steps would 
logically be a starting point with which to control the reader's experience. 
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Brockmann asserts that increasing the reader' s sense of inter activity, either t)wough 
minimalist design or online documentation, will improve the effectiveness of computer 
documentation. In an effort to encourage users to read the documentation, he 
recommends using conversational style and avoiding humor (1990, 214-215). 
A possible origin of the presumption that users do not read documentation comes 
from Redish, who cites a study (Sullivan and Flower, 1986, 170-171) showing that 
reading documentation, in a particular task-oriented situation, was sporadic at best. 
Readers apparently refer to the documentation only when they are looking for specific 
information or when seeking the answer to a specific problem. Redish correctly 
summarizes that these findings are not universally applicable because some people tend to 
read more often or willingly than others (1993,20). 
However, many other sources in the literature note the apparent reluctance of readers 
to read. Brockmann (1990,31) states that adult learners resist reading by trying to use the 
system without reading the documentation, or that they guess about what should or should 
not be happening with the system as soon as they start learning it. Additionally, "readers 
of user manuals only come to a manual when they have a problem .. . " (Brockmann 
1990, 53). Carroll reiterates the renowned user reluctance to read training material 
carefully, preferring to skip around to find the answers to specific issues (1990, 8). 
Chisholm (1988, 318) also asserts that documentation is rarely read and, when it is fead, 
that reading nonnally occurs in certain limited situations; particularly with inexperienced 
users, unique products, in cases of concern about damaging the product, and if the 
product is perceived as dangerous. 
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However, the very act of referring to the documentation indicates thait the readers 
have some confusion or uncertainty. Similarly, if they read the documentation, they expect 
to be able to follow the directions and to succeed at completing the procedure. If for some 
reason they cannot succeed, their expectation of success in following a procedure was 
violated and they seek an explanation or clarification. Ifwriters provide only basic 
procedural infonnation, without error correction information, the reader mayor may not 
find the clarification or infonnation to produce a favorable communication outcome. 
The additional information necessary to help readers correct their errors or to help 
them understand possible reasons for problems, at the points at which the problems arise, 
could be examples of elaboration. Perhaps the issue of elaboration can be considered a 
case of multiple audiences - one that wants just the basic instructional steps, and the 
other, more ofa learning to do audience that seeks additional information or that 
encounters problems with the procedure. 
Although content probably causes most problems with users' failure to read 
instructions, other reasons that users might not read instructions may exist. Cohen 
compares reasons for selecting online or printed documentation in the context of software 
documentation. She refers to Weiss and others who contend that "only wierdos read 
technical manuals" (1991, 127) and itemizes (anecdotal) reasons for choosing alternative 
(online) documentation, including the allegations that technical users hate to leave the 
screen, that novices hate to read too, that poor readers are also less successful at finding 
information, and that the static structure of printed literature is less accommodating than it 
should be. The quest to find the reasons that users do not (apparently) read documentation 
touches on audience reading skills, a desire to maintain focus on the computer screen, and 
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limitations of printed documentation. However, althougb Cohen concludes that online 
documentation has particular advantages, she does not address issues of content and 
writing that could eliminate much of her perceived problem with traditional 
documentation. 
Cohen considers reasons for selecting alternative media to more effectively address 
the audience. She does not address the possibility that the well-known and often discussed 
problems with software documentation result from a shifting paradigm of software 
documentation, rather than from problems inherent in either online or paper 
documentation, nor does she raise the possibility that most «technical manuals" do not 
meet user's needs because of the infonnation presentation, rather than because of faults 
with the medium. She states that 
many computer users must either enjoy reading or believe that they need to 
read in order to keep up with their systems. Nothing else can explain the 
proliferation of the many magazines, newsletters, reference books, and 
instruction books that are so clearly aimed at a computer-using audience." 
(128) 
With that, I would point out that the readers of much computer documentation 
perhaps strive to find documentation that meets their needs as computer users. 
Specifically, however, exactly what characterizes effective documentation remains open to 
question. Certainly computer user documentation can only succeed if the actual 
procedures - the raison d'etre for the documentation - are effective. However, beyond 
this aspect, it could be that another characteristic of effective documentation for users 
would be that the documentation helps the readers easily gain additional information 
beyond just the fundamental buttons to push. 
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Learning Theory Background 
To provide a starting point for discussion, I will begin with an assumption that one of 
the fundamental reasons for which procedural text is created is to control actions, and, 
among other purposes, computer user documentation is procedural text. Procedures, from 
any source including computer user documentation, assembly instructions, or how-to 
guides for any purpose, exist only as a means with which the actions of the reader can be 
controlled or directed to accomplishing a specific task. 
In computer user documentation, one significant consideration should be retention of 
certain material. For example, while assembly instructions or annual maintenance 
instructions need not be retained, specific information about procedures and practices in 
computer software used frequently should be retained - users want to remember how to 
accomplish a procedure without having to look everything up each time they need to do 
something. 
Based on those two assumptions, I will discuss some elements oflearning theories in 
the context of computer user documentation. 
Two primary schools of thought exist regarding what brings about what behavior. 
The behaviorist school (dating to the post-War period) uses a programmed learning 
approach in which tasks are reduced to the smallest possible steps and users are trained -
in the strictest interpretation - to follow the steps, just as rats are trained to follow a 
maze. The cognitive school, currently preeminent in the pedagogic literature, addresses 
holistic concerns and regards the human mind as an information processing system, rather 
than as an organism to be trained (Seels and Glasgow] 983, 34-5). 
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Behaviorism 
The behaviorist school, developed out ofB. F. Skinner's psychological experiments, 
provides one of the key distinctions in tennino]ogy that applies throughout this discussion. 
Training will be used to describe learning in a strictly behavioristic sense - that is, 
observable performance of behavior. Learning, in this thesis, applies to competence in a 
domain, to use Chomsky's tenn. More broadly stated, learning is acquisition of 
knowledge. People who acquire knowledge can deduce specific procedural steps from the 
larger body of domain knowledge, while the possibility of inducing the larger body of 
knowledge from trained steps is questionable at best. 
AJthough the behaviorist school is nearly 50 years old, many of the fundamental 
assumptions of the school remain evident in both instructional design and technical 
communication literature today. In particular, the assumption that users ofinstructional 
text need strictly procedural instructions (i .e., instructions yielding observable behavior) 
exists throughout the current corpus of technical communication literature. As I will show 
later in this section, much of the technical communication literature indicates that 
procedural steps should contain nothing but instructions (Carliner 1993, Horn 1980, 
Carroll] 990, and others) - that is, should focus on definable or measurable steps in a 
larger process. 
By stating that procedural steps should contain no other infonnation, the technical 
communication literature indicates that the steps themselves contain all the infonnation 
that a reader needs. Many in technical communication know this as the "reading to do" 
approach, in which we as writers assume that readers will read only when necessary to 
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complete a procedure or to find specific information (Redish, Battison, and Gold 1985, 
Wieringa, Moore, and Barnes 1993, Zimmerman and Campbell 1988, others). 
Although behaviorism might seem outmoded and somewhat archaic, most 
instructional objectives, even in the newest occurrences, are measured in tenns of Magar 
objectives - strictly behaviorist and observable (Seels and Glasgow 1983, 35). 
Instructional designers and learning theorists over time rebelled against the 
assumptions inherent in behaviorism. The theories developed in response to weaknesses in 
behaviorism are cognitive and focus on acquisition of competence, rather than measurable 
performance as the behaviorist school does. 
Cognition 
While at a superficial level the behaviorist assumption seems valid, the philosophy 
begins to break down in very complex systems or in cases in which documenting all 
possible cases is not possible. A1though the behavioral view appears to claim that anything 
can be trained, the theory breaks down at higher levels of complexity and more 
complicated levels of thought. For example, the production of new and unique utterances 
by language learners precludes the possibility that they learned only by practicing. 
As Chomsky states, in the context of children's language acquisition, "it is a mistake 
to assume that - past the very earliest stages - much . .. is acquired by imitation" 
(Chomsky 1971, 132). This concept applies equally well to acqujsition of competence in 
use of computer software, as many of the procedures and sequences of procedures which 
a user performs have not been explicitly trained in that sequence. 
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In this section, I will review basic concepts of cognition to provide a context and 
perspective to the preceding discussion of behaviorism. While behaviorism would suffice 
as a model for simple steps - as in assembling a kit or following a map - more involved 
tasks require a more comprehensive and complex model to represent the process taken to 
evoke actions in the reader. 
Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, ranging from the first (lowest) level of 
knowledge to Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation, provides 
a useful starting point for discussion (Bloom 1956, 201-207, Seels and Glasgow 1983, 26-
27). While the specific levels are open to discussion and interpretation and many other, 
more developed taxonomies exist, the general idea of rote recall and basic manipulation of 
ideas constituting the lowest range of the taxonomy is commonly accepted. This lowest 
level is the more easily trained range, yielding observable behavior, and corresponds 
closely to behaviorist theory. Higher levels of the taxonomy require more complex thought 
processes than the recall of the lowest levels, and consequently also require higher levels 
of effort on the part of the learner and, when applicable, the teacher. 
When writers create computer documentation - particularly reference materials - -
we generally address the lowest levels of these hierarchies. Reference material or strict 
procedural steps would correspond to the Knowledge and possibly, depending on the 
context, Comprehension levels. Tutorials and thorough training programs on computer 
software might address the Application or Analysis levels, but certainly no higher. As a 
rule, the technical communication literature specifies this type of behaviorist approach 
(Horn 1980 , Carroll 1990, and Carliner 1993). 
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Behaviorism per se is not an incorrect premise for technical communication, 
particularly for straightforward systems. However, when reason exists to believe that users 
will be trying to learn how to use software in a relatively global sense, rather than read 
how to accomplish a particular procedure, behaviorism may well be an ov,ersimplification 
and more complex models may be required to represent the process accurately. 
For example, a user who must perfonn a one-time setup task requires probably no 
more than the most perfunctory of instructions, containing only essential information. No 
retention or recall is likely necessary - the user completes the steps, the task, and likely 
never returns to the procedure. A behaviorist, observable, model would be ideal for this 
situation. 
However, a user customizing the setup for the first of many times, or attempting to 
make changes to the configuration of a program in an effort to improve efficiency, would 
benefit from more infonnation designed to help make connections, answer questions, and 
address potential problems or pitfalls. Useful additional infonnation within the procedural 
set will help the user more easily perform the same task later. In this case, the writer must 
strive to provide the necessary information for observable results - performance _. but 
also include infonnation to improve the non-observable results - the competence. 
In cases of documentation for a system that readers wiJl be using extensively and 
creatively - as in a word processing program, spreadsheet, presentation software 
package, or almost any other program with more than a narrow and clearly defined 
application - gaining knowledge or learning is likely to be at least one of the readers' 
objectives, even if the reader might not articulate the objective in those terms. 
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Romiszowski, a cognitivist, in the context of performance and instructional systems, 
discusses four categories of knowledge (1981,242-3) - facts, procedures (both gmuped 
together as factual information), concepts, and principles (the latter two also grouped 
together as conceptual information). These categories offer a different way to approach 
technical cornrnunication and instructional steps. 
Factual information (244) loosely corresponds to the levels of performance 
traditionally expected from much technical comrnunication. For exarnple, facts, fact 
systems, and procedures all fit into Romiszowski' s factual infonnation category. (1981) 
Therefore, steps from instructional text such as what to type, press, click, or the overall 
process involved in a rnail merge would fit in the factual information category. Facts and 
procedures - factual information - include the information that would be trainable in a 
behavioral sense and lends itself to straightforward procedures. Conceptual i.nformation is 
a higher level of thought that requires cognitive manipulation of factual information. 
The second category - requiring higher levels of thought and an additional level of 
abstraction (247) - rnight be addressed through explanations, exposition, or higher level 
training. Behaviorism cannot adequately explain the acquisition of skills in Romiszowski's 
conceptual information category because these skills are not observable, but this category 
would be necessary for users to extrapolate from procedures effectively and to begin to 
understand the software, rather than only remembering how to accomplish a specific task. 
In other words, users must be able to construct a Plan, to use Miller, Galanter, and 
Pribram's term (1960, 16). The plan is a "hierarchical process" that includes multiple 
individual operations to accornplish a goal. For readers to synthesize individual procedural 
sets and construct a plan, the documentation must help them increase their competence 
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using the software. Miller, Galanter, and Pribram refer to the basis of information that 
allows individuals to develop a Plan as the Image (18). The role of computer user 
documentation, in this sense, is to add the necessary information to the Image to facilitate 
planning. 
In further explanation of cognitive means of acquiring skills, Romiszowski explains a 
four-stage cycle of skills: Learners will 1) perceive a problem, 2) recall the prerequisites to 
solve the problems, 3) if necessary plan an approach to resolve the problem, and 4) 
perform that necessary acts to resolve the problem (1981,254). In cases of problems of 
larger scope, this process might be iterative. This process is certainly more involved and 
complex than behaviorism can model, and necessarily involves instruction addressing 
higher level thought processes to follow the process. 
The second and third steps in this cycle - recall and planning - are unique to 
cognitive theory. Behaviorism assumes perception and performance, without necessary 
intermediary steps. 
In the context of the fundamental levels of user's manuals and user documentation, 
Romiszowski's (1981,253) skills schema applies largely in the cognitive realm and 
primarily not in the psychomotor, reactive, or interactive realms. (Obviously, the actions 
of moving and clicking the mouse as well as typing on a computer keyboard faU into the 
psychomotor category, but the vast majority of user's guides do not explicitly instruct in 
the mechanics of pressing keys or clicking a mouse button - those skills, if not the 
specific applications, are taken as given capabilities for using the software. Sometimes 
users are reminded of the difference between clicking and double-clicking, but the physical 
press and release action need not be taught in most documentation.) 
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I believe that elaboration can assist with both the recall and planning stages of 
Romiszowski's skills cycle by providing hooks into existing schema in the readers' minds. 
Both schools - behaviorist and cognitive - have their uses and advocates, but also 
each exhibits significant weaknesses. The behaviorist philosophy does not address mental 
processes or more complex levels of human performance, particularly those performance 
characteristics that are observable but have not been explicitly trained. The cognitive 
school discusses learning and gaining knowledge, but fails to address the adult learner's 
desire for specific instructions and procedures, without extraneous information. 
Behaviorism can be summarized as evaluating observable behavior, while cognition is 
concerned with acquisition of competence in a subject. The following sections of this 
review of literature will refer to these fundamental concepts embodied by behaviorism and 
cognition to build further on these concepts. 
This - relatively brief- review of behaviorism and cognition should suffice to show 
that behaviorism alone cannot account for all aspects of effective computer 
documentation. While a behaviorist model could represent the execution of step by step 
procedures, it cannot model the larger issues of acquired competence and knowledge 
required for any level of understanding of the software. For systems requiring a deeper 
understanding than rote recall of specific procedures, a model of learning more complex 
than strict behaviorism must be employed. In addition to modeling means of presenting 
information, specific models of information acquisition are necessary to see how readers 
must perceive and integrate information. 
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Processing Information - Schema 
The preceding discussion of the two main schools of thought regarding learning and 
performance leads to the process by which users assimilate information or instructions. 
The cognitive process by which people learn new material is to fit new information into an 
existing paradigm or concept - otherwise known as schema. People can more easily learn 
new material when it fits into the corpus of knowledge they already possess. The use of 
metaphor is an example of using schema to help readers learn. 
Tn the context of computer documentation, Carroll (1990, 38) notes that users refer 
to their prior knowledge and assume consistency in system behavior. Carroll (36) correctly 
identifies some user behavior as attempts "to construct their own ideas about what" was 
happening in the program. Users attempt to make connections throughout their activities 
at the computer, based on assumptions of consistent behavior on the computer's part. 
While the assumption of consistency is logical, it is a]so not necessarily adequate in the 
context of computer software. In cases in which acquired competence is important, writers 
must provide additional information or hooks to help users make their connections. 
Jonassen (1985, 8) reminds us that a network of concepts is one possible 
representation of memory - new ideas must be related to the existing schema to be 
effectively used and readers' existing schema will determine to some extent how text may 
be interpreted. He suggests that activating schema in the reader can lead to better 
understanding and more effective learning (10). Jonassen explains that reader's knowledge 
"provides a framework within which new information can be integrated ... (1985, 10)" 
In the same vein, technical communicators should actively provide scenarios to help 
readers apply theoretical material to their own situations (Brockmann 1990, 216). 
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Brockmann goes on to state that readers often construct their own scenarios anyway, and 
providing the context makes it easier for readers to assimilate the new information. 
In a related discussion of schema, Redish (1993) addresses Carroll and Rosson's 1987 
"assimilation paradox." Readers apparently "actively interpret" as they work through 
software programs. The readers seek connections to their existing schema and concepts -
connections that the writer should facilitate. Redish refers to the difficulty that readers 
have in moving beyond these connections to learn more about the progralIl; and implies 
that the paradox indicates that making connections is not always to be recommended. 
Redish refers to .Fisher and the need to detennine precisely how or when to interrupt the 
reader with new information (1993, 30). 
People constantly attempt to relate the information they are receiving to their existing 
knowledge and the overall context (Carroll 1990, 74). Or, in other words, they are "too 
busy learning to make much use of the instruction" Carroll (1990, 75). Carroll continues 
to paraphrase Anderson, Bartlett, and Piaget: "Having goals and coordinating prior 
knowledge with new experience is necessary for meaningfulleaming, indeed for 
meaningful experience at all." 
According to this view, providing instructions alone is probably not adequate-
readers require additional information to help them construct mental models. 
Ramey (1988, ] 47) also strongly supports the concept of schema and mental models 
as aids to processing information. She indicates that users "frequently need for the 
documentation to provide the link between what they want to do and what the computer 
can do." She notes that documentation can exploit existing knowledge by helping to 
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organize the capabilities of the computer iDto the tasks, terminology, and reasoning skills 
of the user. 
Readers should have a problem-solving schema in place when completing task 
instructions because following instructions without a schema appears to be more 
confusing and difficult for readers (Mulcahy 1989, RT-119). Mulcahy empirically assessed 
the effectiveness of instructional text with an explicitly stated goal, with "task rules," with 
both a goal and rules, and a control text with neither goal or rules. The rules correspond 
most closely to elaboration - they include explanatory text about the outcome of specific 
actions. Mulcahy found that the "most comprehensible, clear, coherent task instructions" 
provide both goal and causal information (RT-121). Both "local and global coherence" 
seem to be important to overall success in completing task instructions. 
Elaboration theory, which states that content relationships should be explicitly 
addressed, also appears in instructional design literature. While the overall instructional 
design approach is not completely appropriate for this application, one of the central 
concepts is that "structural relationships in content should be explicitly taught and tested" 
(Sari and Reigeluth 1982,60). Applying this concept to computer user documentation 
would require autl10rs to make explicit connections to other aspects of the software. By 
making connections on a specific type of content relationship - e.g., conceptual, 
procedural, Dr theoretical - writers can help readers develop their cognitive structures in 
a specific field, which wDuld in tum help with retention and retrieval of information 
according to' schema theory. Although elabDration theory dDes not indicate that these 
connectiDns should be made within procedural steps, it does, hDwever, favor the inciusiDn 
of explicit connections at some point. 
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Certainly, if developing structural relationships in the material being presented will 
help readers learn more effectively, we as technical communicators should attempt to do 
so, through providing any necessary information to the readers. While developing 
structural relationships is not necessary for one time processes, repeated processes or sub-
parts of a larger concept to be learned - like a computer program - should be taught in 
any way possible. 
Jonassen (1984, 255) discusses theories of advance organizers in text and includes as 
an assumption that new information is meaningful only insofar as it can be attached to 
relevant existing concepts or schema. This assumption, while perfectly valid for 
organizers, could apply as wel1 to information within the body of the text or procedural 
steps. 
Further, organizers prevent the learner from having to make all the connections-
from having to realize or discover how the information fits into a larger context (Jonassen 
1984, 257). Presumably any information that meets that goal would be useful or effective. 
Jonassen additionally reports conclusions from research, including in particular that 
"organizers need not necessarily be presented in advance of instruction in order to be 
effective. Post-organizers have also facilitated learning" (263). 
In support of schema and organizers, Jonassen (1985, 10-11) explains: 
The generative model asserts that learners, when faced with stimuli, 
construct and assign meaning to that information based upon prior learning. 
That is, existing knowledge structures are activated for the purpose of 
interpreting that incoming stimuli, which are in turn encoded as distinctive 
features of memory that may be later accessed to explain new information . 
. . . The more connections that we make, the more meaningful the text 
becomes. 
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Some of the theories that support generative processing as in the above example 
include (Jonassen 1985, 16-19) Ausubel's Theory of Cognitive Psychology, emphasizing 
organizers; Levels of Processing theories, and finally theories involving schema. Ea.ch of 
these separate but related theories supports the general concepts behind generative 
processing. 
One significant point is that "if text content can be directly related to prior 
knowledge, it seems logical to presume that the interaction would be more productive" 
(Jonassen 1985, 32). 
For this reason, it is important to control the communication process, or more 
precisely, to control for "the sources of noise and error" (Weiss 1991, 16). This reference 
to noise, as in the Shannon and Weaver communication model, refers to any stimuli that 
could interfere with effective communication. Weiss logically establishes a perspective on 
documentation in which extraneous or unnecessary stimuli must be excluded - or specific 
material must be linked with an existing schema - to communicate effectively. The idea 
of controlling both readers' actions - as in procedural sets - and controlling for errors is 
an interesting approach that calls for making connections explicit, to eliminate guesswork 
and unnecessary conjecture from the users' experience. 
With that, it is clear that we, as technical communicators, must provide hooks to 
connect the new information we present to existing information that our readers already 
have. This concept of schema and the requirements for advanced cognitive models of 
learning theory seem to indicate that step by step instructions - behaviorism alone -
cannot suffice to develop computer user documentation that really serves the reader. 
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An attempt to apply instructional design theories to procedural steps quickly sbows 
that the appropriate emphasis on Redish's "reading to learn to do" (1993) is the reading to 
do part - the remaining "to learn" aspect must of necessity be of secondary importance. 
Instructional design theorists from Rogers to Piaget to Gagne emphasize the acquisition of 
domain knowledge rather than structuring a procedure for easy and effective completion. 
(West, Farmer, and Wolff 1991, Romiszowski 1981) White the "to learn" aspect of 
Redish's approach (1993) remains a significant consideration, of primary - but not 
solitary - importance for technical communicators must remain the steps in the 
procedures themselves. 
Writing Procedures 
Certainly, if computer documentation effectively and easily met the needs of most 
users, discussion of how best to prepare computer documentation would be superfluous at 
best. However, that is certainly not the case. This section reviews a broad spectrum of 
sources about writing procedures in an effort to detennine the overall sense of the 
literature to writing procedural sets. 
Overall, two schools of thought clearly emerge - the minimalist sch<?ol, advocating 
providing only the most essential information, and what I will call the generalist school, 
advocating providing whatever information is necessary. However, even the generalist 
school seems to prefer to err on the side of providing less, rather than more, information, 
in an effort to reduce confusion and help the reader as much as possible. Much of the 
discussion of procedural sets in the literature seems to result from attempts to address the 
fail ings of existing documentation, as described below. 
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Oram (1992, 61) rationalistically and succinctly analyzes the failings of much 
computer documentation. He points out that current manuals are preoccupied with 
"getting users started" at the cost of not preparing the users for real situations and 
applications. Specifically, he asserts that a "popular style" of software documentation is to 
reduce everything to step-by-step procedures, possibly with background information 
included in other parts of the manual. He correctly identifies a significant problem as 
severing "the link users need between theoretical and applied knowledge" (61). 
Oram further states (63) that 
Slep-hy step procedures are lIseful ill places, but they can easily hide as 
milch as they reveal. The Wier can start out with a false sense of security 
ill fUnning the procedure and end lip not knowing where to tum when 
something goes wrong. 
An all-too-popular writing approach entails boiling information down to 
small chunks, in basic categories such as introductory background, 
procedures, and reference material. The evaporated by-products are worth 
more than the residue that remains. During later writing and review stages, 
the writer can totally miss the important large-scale issues, such as how the 
user should integrate a product into other activities. 
The documentation Oram (1992) describes above is not only aJl-too-popular, but also 
all-too-familiar to many technical communicators. However, the "popular writing 
approach" that Oram castigates is unfortunately one born of many articles and books in 
the field of technical communication. 
It is important to note that many slightly older approaches to documentation, 
particularly in the field of computer software, seem archaic in the context of current 
thought and in the context of the latest computer technology. For example, in the context 
of developing computer documentation in 1988, Holtz (23) identifies specific needs for 
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description, installation, operation, maintenance, and training documentation. These 
boundaries either blur or vanish in the context of modem software programs. 
However, Carroll (1990, 71) accurately notes that, despite improvements in user 
interfaces and technology, users still are 
overwhelmed by complexity, misled by their expectations and prior 
knowledge, thwarted in trying to make sense, fiustrated and unsuccessful 
with rote instructions, unable to coordinate multiple sources of information 
activity, inconsistently successful at reasoning on their own, and generally 
susceptible to problems with error recognition and recovery. 
Additionally, Chisholm (1988, 308) effectively explains part of the difficulty in 
creating computer user documentation: 
Not only are computers complex, they are by far the most complex 
machines ever produced for widespread use . . . . The users of these 
increasingly complex machines are more varied than ever; more and more 
non-technical persons are using them. This is the first time in history that 
such complex machinery, with such complex capabilities, has been put into 
the hands of such varied users. 
The traditional approaches to creating procedural text correspond closely to the 
behaviorist school. These approaches are behavioristic in the sense that they address the 
steps to be taken by the reader deliberately without providing information within the 
procedure about what, why or how the step is being taken. Technical communication 
literature tends to caution strongly that strictly step-by-step procedures (trainable) with no 
a.dditional information, are preferable to any mixture of procedure and other information. 
While thas particular approach is, in general, not incorrect, a behaviorist approach to 
computer user documentation is inadequate for the complexity of most computer systems 
today. 
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The M.inimalist School 
Starting with the rigorously minimalist approach, much of the technical 
communication literature speaks strongly to providing pure procedural steps, with only 
essential information. 
John Carroll led the push toward minimalist documentation. He assessed the problems 
with computer documentation and identified minimal documentation as the ideal solution. 
I completely agree with his assessment of the problems in computer documentation -
they persist today - but believe that other avenues, such as the computer user 
documentation discussed in this thesis, will more effectively address the problems. That 
said. a review of Carroll's statement of the problem and the context in which he developed 
the minimalist approach will provide a useful introduction to the minimalist school. 
Carroll identifies the emergence of "user self instruction" in the 1980s, as computers 
became widely available and used as tools, rather than as objects of inquiry (1990, 4). The 
first examples of this class relied on drill and practice to train (in a behavioral sense) on 
using the software. However, Carroll accurately observed that behavioristic objectives 
failed to meet real user needs and were often considered obstacles or ends in and of 
themselves (7). In short, the objectives were tasks out of context, rather than paths to 
accomplishing a real goal. A significant goal of documentation should be making it easy 
for users to apply the knowledge that they already have to real tasks. 
Carroll comments on a specific study that "participants' lack of knowledge about 
word processing can make it hard for them to interpret accurately what happens" (25). 
Based on the number of supplemental commercial software manuals on the market today, 
this lack of knowledge must continue to frustrate and confuse users. 
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Carroll (40) also notes the difficulty that some users have in identifYing when they 
have made a mistake or committed an error, particularly if the consequences are not 
immediately obvious. Additionally, he identifies the lack of error recovery information as a 
problem in many manuals (9). 
Explicit and implicit links between instructional materials and the system can help 
users perform better (Carroll 1990, 86). Carroll uses the example of a figure verifying that 
the user successfully completed the step as a case of effectively making this link. This link 
could also be a case of increasing competence on the part of the reader by explicitly 
making the mental connections. 
In asserting that minimalist documentation is a possible solution for these expressed 
problems, Carroll asserts that the goal is to provide "less overt training structure." (78). 
Carrol1 also rejects comprehensive introductions to manuals or sections as obstacles to 
user's desire to get started and their need to accomplish something, and thus espouses 
minimalism as the answer (80-81). Carroll's answer cannot be immediately accepted as 
valid, however, because ofa fundamental flaw in the methodology. Part of Carroll's study 
that claimed to show the effectiveness of minimal documentation re-Iabeled procedures 
with questions or gerund constructions that clarified the means of accomplishing 
recognizable goals. While this approach likely did improve the documentation, these and 
other developments would tend to make the manual more friendly and usable than the 
system manual in any case, minimal or not. Therefore, the findings of effectiveness for 
minimal documentation must be regarded with great caution, as the empirical evidence is 
flawed. 
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Finally, Carroll notes that forcing users to improvise helped them learn more quickly 
(1980, 180). Unfortunately, users of reference or user documentation do not want to 
improvise - they want to do. 
"Because technical documents are tools that people use to do their jobs, they want to 
get in, get the information, and get out of the document," cautions Redish in Barnum and 
Carliner (1993, 19). Redish, Battison, and Gold (1985, 139) also remind us that "the 
reader's goal is to get in, get the answer, and get out as quickly as possible." 
On the providing as little information as possible side of the coin, Robert Hom's 
Information MappingTM principles clearly state that only essential information should be 
provided in any procedure (1980,4-2 - 4-4, passim). 
Similarly, Carliner (1993, 160-161) explains procedures as a set of instructions for 
performing a task, and explains specifically how to develop procedures. Additionally, 
Carliner (1993, 162) states that only "must-know" tenninology or concepts should be 
presented in a procedure. The non-example CarIiner uses, however, explains information 
that writers should not include with an example of how a computer might process an 
instruction, rather than possibly more immediately applicable information. Not including 
background information is a more clearly seen and easily made choice than not including 
an explicit comparison to related material. 
The ambiguity introduced by Carliner's requirement that only "must-know" 
information should be included raises the question of what, exactly, must-know 
information is. While this will obviously depend on the circumstances, writer, and reader, 
Carliner makes it clear through further explanation and example that strictly procedural 
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information belongs in procedures and other information of all sorts should be removed to 
another section of the document. 
Carliner summarizes (1993, 181) that technical communicat'ors should "present only 
the information that people need - no more, no less." He refers to the fact that readers 
are "inundated" with information and it is essential to include only the information that 
readers need. 
Similarly, in discussion of evaluating instructional text, Hartley cautions that 
instructional text must contain content that is "accurate, unbiased, up-to-date, and 
sufficient for the purpose at hand" (1985, 139). While that statement could easily be read 
as support for providing any additional information that readers need, Hartley immediately 
follows with the statement that readers sometimes complain of "too much information" -
more than is actually necessary - in technical documents. (1985, (39). 
While it is entirely possible that readers are on occasion provided with too much 
information, such as background infonnation about how a system works, it is hard to 
imagine that elaboration or directed information about the process or expectations a 
reader should have while performing a specific task could contribute to a sensation of 
providing too much information. 
We should note here that these examples, while quite clear and directive in their 
admonition about providing extraneous information, do not specifically either include or 
exclude computer user documentation from discussion; they do not consider computer 
user documentation separately from all other instructional text. 
In the context of nuclear power plant procedures, Wieringa, Moore, and Barnes 
(1993, 57) discuss procedure writing and the need to write "at an appropri.ate level of 
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detail." They note that too little detail can prevent users from completing a procedure, 
while including excessive infonnaJtion (58) can also be problematic. Particularly given the 
pessibility that procedure writers weuld try te be "safe" and include extensive explanation 
and detail, they cautien against the danger .of including teo much and confusing the reader. 
Additienally, procedure writers must assume a certain base level .of knowledge on the 
part of users, from which way te tum a belt to loosen it to how to communicate with 
others in the erganizatiDn (Wieringa, Meore, and Barnes 1993, 61). Wieringa, MODre, and 
Barnes do acknewledge that nDn-emergency procedures can reasDnably include more 
detail than emergency procedures, and note that less-frequently used procedures can 
reasonably include yet mere infonnation to help the reader. 
These instructions provide useful guidelines for technical cemmunicators in general, 
but de net necessarily speak directly te the issues in computer user documentation -
questiens of accuracy and speed must necessarily be handled differently in nuclear power 
plants than in werd processDr decumentatien. 
In the cent ext .of general visual information presentatien, Mackh and Rew (1991) 
include the benefits efusing lists fer sequential instructiQns. They dQ not address, either 
prQ .or CQn, the issue of interrupting the list with additiQnal infQnnatiQn that eQuId, 
plausibly, not ge in the list. 
Wieringa, MeQre, and Barnes (1993, 174-175) state that previding multiple 
equivalent steps from which the reader can cheese sheuld be minimized in prQcedures. 
They recommend presenting alternatives .only when one .of the chQices might not be 
available or if the alternative would alse be useful. If alternatives are presented, then 
informatien te help chQese amQng them should alse be available. 
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Similarly, Wieringa, Moore, and Barnes recommend not putting diagnostic 
information in procedural steps; rather diagnostics should be pulled out and into a 
flowchart. Only minimal diagnostic information should be included in procedures (1993, 
176). 
In a slightly different approach, Sebrechts, Deck, and Black (1983) address 
"mapping" as an non-traditional and possibly effective means of providing infonnation to 
the novice computer user. They quantify the goals of a traditional instruction manual as 
telling a user how to accomplish each task by providing specific instructions. They state 
(1983, 200) that users want, at this point, a "cookbook" approach "without adornment" 
and allege that "extended text describing relations within the system can frequently lead to 
frustration." They further state that, for many, the more effective way of presenting 
procedures is to present only the steps, without commentary. 
The Generalist School 
Frequent recommendations in the technical communication literature call for 
providing all the information necessary for the readers to perform their tasks, with 
admonitions of varying degrees about the perils of providing too much additional 
infonnation. This section surveys these generalist approaches to writing procedural sets. 
Computers or other complex systems differ from other objects of documentation 
because the relationships between and among system components are important, and 
novice users frequently construct inaccurate mental models to represent the relationships 
(Sebrechts, Deck, and Black 1983, 200-201). In order to eliminate the problems with 
mental models, users need extra infonnation about "the overall design of the computer 
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system, including a description of relations among the various commands and menus. ' 
Adding this type of additional information conflicts directly with the goal of "eliminating 
text in order to highlight procedures." 
Additionally, Houp, Pearsall, and Tebeaux state that technical cOITUnunicators, when 
writing instructions, should "include everything that is really relevant and nothing that is 
not relevant." They indicate that including theory, when necessary, is acceptable, but 
significant amounts of theory should be separate from the instructions. If"brief 
explanations of theory" would help the reader understand a "few steps" in the instructions, 
that it is acceptable to place those explanations with the steps (1995, 504). 
In specific discussion of how-to procedures, Houp, Pearsall, and Tebeaux do state 
that including detailed instructions or theory, as needed and in moderation, can be 
acceptable (1995, 525). They do not address the need or desire for providing status check 
information (e.g., if you see certain information, you are on the right track) or other meta-
discourse about the procedures, beyond the implication of omission that this informati,on is 
not necessary. 
Houp, Pearsall, and Tebeaux do discuss the acceptability of including "tips" either as 
a separate section or as part of the actual instructional step, if they "provide helpful tips on 
how to do a better job or that provide guidance when trouble occurs" (1995, 525). 
Holtz, however, correctly identifies the need to provide "enough" information ~ not 
too little, not too much (1988, 56). A common error is apparently a result of not 
understanding the reader and the reader's need for information (Holtz 1988, 100), but it is 
left as an exercise in judgment how to determine the appropriate level of detail. 
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Holtz (1988, 106) draws a useful distinction between education - acquiring general 
knowledge - and training - acquiring specific skills. He casts, however, documentation 
firmly in the fields of training, in a strictly behavioristic and observable sense, complete 
with behavioral objectives, and does not regard documentation in the sense of facilitating 
acquisition of competence in a field. 
Tutorials - step by step training - differ significantly from reference material, which 
provides generic procedures, including "exceptions, warnings, asides, and extra data" 
(Price 1984, 53). Writers should not mix the two, because of the danger of confusing or 
delaying the readers (54). Tutorials provide a "gradual progression" while reference 
material exists to allow people to retrieve infonnation quickly(55). Certainly, as computer 
technology has changed since the 1984 date of publication, some of the considerations 
have changed too, particularly as the distinction between the two types of infonnation has 
blurred. 
With reference to tasks or procedural sets, Price asserts that writers should "put all 
the information needed to complete each task - and nothing irrelevant - into the 
reference sections" (1984, 57). Exactly what constitutes "irrelevant" is not defined. 
Additionally, Price notes that reference material must include "ev,erything that a user could 
ever want to do with the software" (1984, Ill). Certainly, with the expanding capabilities 
of most commercial programs, many people do not even know what they could do with 
the software. 
In the context of writing technical, but not computer, documentation, Haydon notes 
only that operational documentation might include detailed instructions about perfonning 
certain procedures, with no guidance as to the fonnat, organization, or structure of those 
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instructions (1995, 129). In the same context, Sides counsels the importance of erring on 
the side of providing too much information rather than too little (1991, 98). Additionally, 
Sides, stresses the importance of providing a "short purpose statement introduction" and 
indicates that the introduction is the most often overlooked aspect of writing procedures 
(99) . Sides emphasizes that writers must inform the readers not only of what to do, but 
aJso of why to do it. However, as with many other published works on the subject, the 
emphasis on why lies in the introductory sections, not within procedural steps themselves. 
The issue of presenting only the information that readers need is a murky one. While 
the technical communication literature often argues or implies that complete step-by-step 
instructions, in the simplest form, are all the information readers require, based on 
preliminary observation of the additional information included in many procedural steps, it 
appears that other information is often included. 
Certainly, the weight of technical communication literature strongly emphasizes 
providing only essential information in procedural steps. Even in cases in which 
explanations, tips, warnings, or cautions must be included, the tenor of the literature is to 
minimize, minimize, minimize. 
Holland, Charrow, and Wright (1988, 38-40) recommend, in the context of 
accommodating information to multiple audiences, compartmentalizing information to 
allow specific audiences to easily identify information (out of the main .flow of text) that 
pertains to them, while the main flow of text contains the heart of the document content, 
appropriate for all audiences. While Holland, Charrow, and Wright recommend many 
different means of compartmentalizing information, they do not recommend any approach 
with extra text integrated into the procedural steps - all the compartmentalized 
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information is moved aside into an appendix, introduction, or, in some cases, into a 
sidebar. 
Also in the context of providing additional information, Zimmennan and Campbell 
(1988, 114) explicitly address means of using "informational statements" appropriately. 
They state that informational statements many be necessary to supplement the procedural 
steps, but remind us that a procedure is not the same as a training manual and that it 
should include "little explanatory material." They recommend placing brief infonnation 
about the procedure in the initial sections of the procedure, rather than in the body (steps). 
Additionally, "beginning users may better perfonn a procedure that gives explanatory 
notes, while a more experienced user may skip over such information" (114). However, 
infonnation as Cautions, Warnings, or Notes should be typographically or graphically 
differentiated (114-120). 
Zimmerman and Campbell (1988, 36-7) also address user expectations - as 
established by headings and subheadings within the text. As long as the "standard" fonnat 
is consistently followed and the labels accurately reflect the content to follow, the 
procedure may be successful. Additionally, Zimmerman and Campbell remind us that if a 
user has to ask How, the writer has not presented enough detail (1988, 38). However, they 
quickly follow this with a warning about the perils of presenting too much information -
they assert that readers will skip items that contain too much detail. Unfortunately, they 
provide no means of gauging how much information is too much. 
Caemarven-Smith (1983, 182) notes that audiences with little technical expertise pose 
additional problems for the technical communicator. She notes that the temptation is to 
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respond to lesser technical knowledge with increased explanation, but recommends instead 
short anthropomorphic explanations. 
In a more global context, Warren (1993, 87) recommends selecting <Lan organization 
that supports the reader's needs, allowing immediate and unimpeded access to the specific 
information necessary." This organization could easily include elaboration, if necessary, to 
support the reader, although Warren does not explicitly address this issue. 
Lazonder (1994, 95) demonstrates in an empirical study that minimal manuals with 
error infonnation (defined as extra information to help readers identify and correct errors) 
demonstrate that the "conditions exist for the error infonnation to have a facilitative effect 
on learning." While another study failed to conclude that the error information would help 
readers improve their demonstrable skills after practice (92), apparently readers do use 
error infonnation provided. 
In a discussion of documentation goals, Ummel en (1994, 117) explains the difference 
between the goals of procedural and declarative information in the context of the writer's 
rhetorical goals: 
"A procedural goal would be to instruct the reader, that is, to give specific 
directions for performing a task in a certain way. A declarative goal would 
be to infonn the reader about certain facts, to transfer knowledge about 
facts to the reader. " 
I maintain that computer user documentation attempt to or should attempt to meet 
both objectives - procedural first, then declarative as possible. 
In a discussion of reader needs, Steehouder (1984, 134-5) identifies four situations, 
each with unique information requirements (italics all mine): impasse, in which procedural 
information is needed, error, in which a diagnosis and remedy are necessary, dis-
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coordination in which the reader "may seek infonnation that helps to provide an overall 
picture of the program," and finally uncertainty, in which the user needs confirmation of 
specific assumptions. I maintain that providing procedural infonnation alone meets only 
the impasse needs and perhaps the error needs. While many documents attempt to address 
dis-coordination and uncertainty through overviews or other declarative forms of text, 
some documents might include information to meet those needs within procedural steps, 
with very good results. 
Manuals are written "with the intention that the full possibilities of use are made clear 
to the users" (Mardsjo 1994, 190). This comment does remind us of a key problem -
users require information about the capabilities of the system or software or object. In 
response to users' demonstrated reluctance to read about the system, minimal manuals 
attempt to present just that information that is essential. However, a significant aspect of 
the instructional text is omitted when a purely minimal approach is taken. Effective 
computer user documentation might require more elaboration, as in the commercial user 
documentation evaluated in this study. 
Van der Meij (1994, 203) identifies different sub-types of action infonnation found in 
manuals as action information that is "meant to support hands-on experience," error 
information to help "detect, diagnose, and correct" mistakes; linkage information to help 
the reader make connections between text and screen, and finally action prompts, which 
are ti.ps or shortcuts. Additionally van der Meij categorizes other information as 
declarative or text information. Everything except the action information could be 
considered elaboration in this context. 
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Reading to Learn to Do 
Mirel, Feinberg, and Allmendinger (1991, 76) distinguish between the older model of 
"reading to do" and current models of "active learners." They identify three arguments 
against reading to do: First, "reading to do suffices only when the problem domains are 
unambiguous, goals are well-designed, and tasks require routine rather than complex, 
open-ended problem solving." It appears that reading-to-do does not describe GUI 
computer programs. Second, "reading-to-do learning often results in rote performance, 
and mechanical, albeit operational, instructions can even obstruct users from formulating 
the production rules they need to tackle unique, undocumented tasks." Finally, they 
identify the indication that users prefer to experiment or "play" with a program, 
particularly as they gain skill with the software. They close that "for active users, learning 
and performing are interdependent and dynamic"(77). 
The "standard approach is to present background details and how-the-system-works 
information separately from and before step-by-step procedural directions." This view 
corresponds with a skill learning model (Mirel, Feinberg, and Allmendinger 1991, 77). 
When designing documents for active users, Mirel, Feinberg, and Allmendinger 
(1991, 78) identify four areas of investigation, including content organizational issues, 
principles of design to help users "conceptualize the relation between the structure of a 
program and their tasks," elaboration on procedural steps to help users generalize, and 
troubleshooting help." Mire!, Feinberg, and Allmendinger identify Charney et al as the 
primary advocate of elaborated instructions and call for more research into how to create 
documentation to facilitate complex or higher order problem solving tasks (80-82). 
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Redish (1993,20) suggests that some documents, including computer users' guides, 
serve a purpose of "reading to learn to do." Readers who "read to learn to do" may be 
characterized by the fact that they want to get on with their work, however, they also need 
to or want to learn as they do. 
Other than implying that these combination purpose documents should include both 
numbered lists and similar task oriented information and structures to help recall, such as 
summaries, Redish offers no particular suggestions for addressing these needs (1993,21). 
Specifically, in this context, Redish makes no recommendation, either pro or con, about 
including elaboration or additional material within procedural steps. 
Fawcett, Ferdinand, and Rockley (1993, 52) emphasize the "reading-to-learn-to-do" 
concept and the reader's need for "conceptual infonnation about the program as well as 
procedural information to help perform the tasks." Beyond that, they state that readers 
need "information that will help them transfer what they learn . . . to real tasks." However, 
they claim that examples and simulations are the key to accomplishing this objective. 
On the other hand, a reader's desire to refer to documentation for specific procedures 
or information and then to exit the document as quickly as possible raises an additional 
argument in favor of providing elaboration information. As Warren (1993, 87) reminds us, 
readers of technical documents of all kinds do not read the documents linearly. He 
discusses the need to structure information accordingly, as in providing effective page 
layout and design to facilitate ease of entering and exiting the pages. By taking Warren's 
argument to the level of instructional text, providing jnformation to ease the entry into and 
exit from procedures, through elaboration-type information, could also prove very useful 
to readers of instructional text. 
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Additionally, the writer must defer, at times, to the greater knowledge of the 
particular situation that the reader has. While it would be ideal to offer only a single way 
to do anything, a rule of thumb to foHow is that the "writer should provide the reader with 
options only when the reader has information that informs decisions (or judgments) that 
the writer cannot obtain." The ideal choice is to present the best way, second is to present 
alternatives along with objective criteria to make a decision and third best would be to 
present choices and some information about how to make an informed judgment on the 
topic (Wieringa, Moore, and Barnes 1993, 190). This information to facilitate judgment 
could well be elaboration. 
Computer documentation can be defined as "communication designed to ease 
interactions between computer software and the individuals who manage, audit, operate, 
or maintain it" (Brockmann 1990, 12). He identifies specific purposes of computer 
documentation as improving efficiency, overcoming users' fears, and selling the product. 
Elaboration logically fits in both the first and second categories. In the first, Brockmann 
states that "people need to understand the systems with which they are working." He 
recommends providing the assistance necessary to promote a "successful first encounter" 
with the software. Here too, although elaboration is not explicitly addressed, assistance 
could take that form. 
Brockmann identifies only two types of computer user documentation: reference and 
tutorial (1990, 14-16). Reference material is an encyclopedic technical tome, as we would 
expect. However, his definition of tutorial is broader than most. He defines tutorials as 
material that "selects from the comprehensive reference material and presents information 
in a step-by-step fashion. It is usually organized around user tasks or around a hierarchy of 
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user needs." In this sense, Brockmann's definition of tutorial corresponds closely with the 
definition of user's guide used by commercial documentation publishers and with the 
definition I use in this thesis. Brockmann cautions that tutorials limit how users think tbey 
can use software (1990, 16). 
An interesting dichotomy appears in the literature between books about procedure 
and technical information writing, which seem to be oriented to a variety of topics 
excepting computer procedures, and all other works with apparently generic titles but 
focused primarily on computer-related issues. While the literature rarely explicitly 
addresses elaboration in procedural sets, many of the recommendations made speak to 
issues that elaboration can help address. 
Conspicuously absent from much of the technical communication literature is the 
question of organization, content, and structure at the sub-chapter and super-sentence 
level. These procedural design issues, while not addressed in most literature, are crucial in 
providing useful instructions to our readers. 
Advocating Additional Information 
One empirical study of users of computer documentation reading to learn a skill does 
address elaboration within procedures. Charney, Reder, and Wells identify the 
"expounder" school, in which adherents think that instruction must be as thorough as 
possible, and the minimalist school, which should be focused on facilitating the learners' 
creativity and exploration (1988, 47-48). They hypothesize that elaboration is not only 
useful for learning facts, but is also useful when learning skills. 
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The Charney, Reder, and Wells (1988) study appears to exist in a vacuum - it 
certainly does not appear to be propagated extensively through the technical 
communication literature. Among their findings, they observed that "learners were more 
greatly impeded by the 'under-elaborated' texts than ... by the 'over-elaborated' one." 
(52), which they interpret as support for the expounder school. 
Charney, Reder, and Wells (1988,53) also note the deficiencies in Carroll's study, in 
which tenninology and verbiage were changed, thereby clouding the results of a 
comparison of minimaIism and traditional documentation. 
In an empirical study of different types of elaboration that could be included in text, 
designed to determine if elaboration might address the concepts and procedures needed, 
when it might be used, and how it might be used, the samples elaborated on all possible 
permutations of conceptual and procedural information and found that elaboration on 
procedural aspects improved perfonnance, while elaboration on conceptual aspects 
revealed little effect (Charney, Reder, and Wells 1988, 54-55). 
Significant benefits can apparently be derived from elaborating on how to apply 
procedures, although the benefits of conceptual elaboration are non-existent, as are the 
benefits from advising on when to apply specific procedures (63-65). Additionally. readers 
following specific tasks need little elaboration, while readers without clear goals do benefit 
from elaboration. All users - novice and experienced alike - benefited equally from 
elaboration on how to apply procedures. 
Separately, Ramey also indicates that users want strategies that "help them integrate 
the conceptual and keystroke-level infonnation efficiently" (1988, 151). They also want 
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the manual to anticipate the errors they are likely to make and provide infonnation to 
prevent or recover from the error. 
Ramey (1988, 152) recommends that manuals include information in the user's 
terminology, to avoid confusion about the reasons for following a particular action. 
Additionally (1 53), she states that readers do not want multiple ways to do a single 
procedure - they want the basic approach up front and want to be able to refer to 
alternate ways of carrying out the same procedure. 
Ramey distinguishes between a tutorial - designed to teach - and a procedure -
focused on helping the reader do an action correctly "without worrying primarily [italics 
mine] about creating a lasting perception of the overall system workings" (1988, 153). 
In an empirical study, LeFevre and Dixon address the use of examples in instructional 
text. While not quite the same as explanations or elaboration, the results about using 
examples are interesting. They demonstrate that people effectively use examples as a 
supplement to instructional text and, given a contlict between instructional text and 
examples, favor the example. More importantly, the users studied prefer examples, if 
asked to choose (1986, 29). LeFevre and Dixon conclude that their results discourage 
frequent examples in instructional text because, given examples, readers tend to disregard 
the text. Perhaps if the instructional text is particularly important, they do, but if 
completing a task - by whatever means - is the critical issue, good examples should be 
used frequently. 
Smith and Goodman conducted a study that specifically addressed the use of 
explanations in instructional text. They compared the results of groups performing a 
procedure using linear instructions, using structural explanations (focused on the act) and 
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using functional instructions (focused on the object). In brief, they found that instructions 
with explanations to establish a schema were read faster, executed equally well, and with 
better recall and transfer than in the linear group (1984, 384-386). 
Conclusion 
Prescriptive comments about not including extra information in procedural steps 
appear to be designed at least partially to eliminate problems and compensate for errors of 
judgment on the part of the writer, rather than exclusively to help the reader. Several 
aspects of cognition, audience, and writing procedural steps call for the use of elaboration 
as an aid to the readers. Interestingly, it seems that the researchers who acknowledge the 
acceptability of including extra information within procedures are generally those who 





The review ofliterature about developing procedural text indicates that the trend of 
scholarship in technical communication recommends providing instructional steps 
unadorned with other information or with only little additional information. As discussed 
above, some researchers recommend selective use of additional information, although 
primarily with a cautionary note about the perils of overusing additional information. 
Additionally, many defer to audience considerations, but again with the admonition to 
keep non-essential information out of the procedural steps. 
However, many recent commercially available user's guides appear to exhibit 
consistent and plentiful additional infonnation within procedural steps, contrary to 
recommendations from the technical communication literature. I will examine a selection 
of user's guides to discover how they reflect the recommendations for procedural text in 
the technical communication literature. 
In this section, [ will first present the process with which I restrict the scope of my 
inquiry, as the domain of all commercially available computer software documentation is I 
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not a manageable scope for study. The documents for evaluation were selected based on 
topic, genre (user's guide), intended audience, and availability, according to the criteria 
outlined below. Following that, I will explain the means with which I select and evaluate 
specific sets of procedural steps. 
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Academic Basis for Methodology 
Assessing procedural sets in computer user documentation poses methodological 
challenges because the documentation of a single product can vary dramatically, according 
to many different factors - style and audience, among others - that cannot be effectively 
controlled. Therefore, I have chosen to use a qualitative approach to this problem. I will 
draw on several sources from published literature about qualitative research and develop 
my methodology from these sources. 
In general, qualitative research in technical communication identifies three major 
kinds of qualitative research designs: ethnographic, descriptive, and case study (Morgan 
1988, 27). Ethnographic research addresses people and their relationship with their 
environment, while descriptive studies attempt, on a large scale, to describe events or 
phenomena. Case study research falls in the middle - researchers are "interested in 
identifYing features of a particular phenomenon by examining, in depth, few (perhaps o.nly 
one) example of that phenomenon" (27). 
It is just such a case study I will undertake, to assess the structure and application of 
procedural sets in computer user documentation. 
Morgan (1988, 28-29) also relates several methods of collecting information, ranging 
from documentation, archival records, interviews and surveys, direct observation, 
participant observation, and physical artifacts. Physical artifacts include user instructions 
or documentation - precisely the type of data I will analyze. 
I will use a qualitative process, including content analysis, to collect information. 
Content analysis, as defined by Marshall and Rossman (1989, 98), is "a technique for 
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making inferences by objectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics of 
messages" to produce countable results. 
After I collect the data, I will use basic descriptive statistics to compare the use of 
procedural sets and any additional information embedded within those sets. 
My qualitative analysis of procedural sets within computer use documentation fits 
well in Bereiter and Scardamalia's (1983: 3-5) six levels of inquiry in the writing or 
composing process. They state that their levels are of varying levels of abstraction, but are 
an equally valid for analysis of text at different levels. I will draw on the first two levels: 
Reflective Inquiry - thinking about and analyzing observations - and Empirical Variable 
Testing - quantitatively assessing characteristics to support observations. These two 
levels can also be used to analyze the products of the writer, rather than just the writing 
process. Beyond the second level, the observations are no longer verifiable and tend to the 
more abstract analysis or speculation about writer's intentions and cognitive processes, 
which are both out of the scope of this inquiry. I will use only the first two levels as a basis 
for my analysis of computer documentation. 
Levell (5-6) requires no empirical research - rather, it demands cognitive inquiry 
into existing or commonly available information. Level 2, according to Bereiter and 
Scardamalia (6-10), supplements Levell inquiry by providing a sound and somewhat 
quantifiable - although not absolute - basis for Level 1 analysis. 
Bereiter and Scardamalia (8) caution that, while Level 2 inquiry certainly is not in and 
of itself a basis for abandoning common sense and experience, a "reasonable person will 
not ignore Level 2 results. At the very least, Level 2 findings that run against common 





Bereiter and Scardamalia (9) comment that a good Level 2 study will "establish its 
findings within a context that has some representative significance." While there exist 
many disadvantages of Level 2 inquiry, parti.cularly the lack of control of myriad 
independent variables, Level 2 inquiry can provide a more sound basis with which to 
supplement Level 1 reflection, as Bereiter and Scardamalia note (7). 
My objective in this section, to recast it in tenns ofBereiter and ScardamaJia's 
assessment of Level 2 inquiry, is to attempt to identify characteristics of computer user 
documentation that run counter to reconunendations from the technical communication 
literature. Although I do not maintain that deviation from the literature necessarily 
produces better or more usable documents, significant differences between practice and 
literature would call for some level of usability study of the documents created and used in 
practice. 
Analysis Process 
This section will specify the process with which I will analyze procedural sets in 
computer user documentation, including how I will identify procedural sets and what I will 
consider in detennining the content of procedural sets. In the following section, I will 
identify the books I will analyze. 
What is a Procedural Set? 
The units within which I will be comparing instructions are procedural sets. A 
procedural set falls under a (generally action-oriented) heading in the books, follows any 
introductory material, begins with actual instructional steps, and concludes with the last 
information that is typographically part of the set. That is, a new heading signifies the end 
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of a procedural set, as does the end of indented text or a semantically concluding sentence, 
such as "With that, you've finished the procedure." 
Typographically or visually distinct information between the beginning and end of the 
procedural set is not included in the discussion. Sidebars, screened tips and notes, and 
other distinct information will also not be considered a part of the procedural set. 
What Information Do I Seek? 
When summarizing the information, I will require three sets of information: 
• Steps: procedural steps 
• Adjunct information: useful but not absolutely essential information. This 
information could arguably be considered relevant, within loose interpretations of 
relevance. 
• Eraboration: information that could be removed from the procedural steps without 
affecting the ability of the reader to complete the procedure in question. 
Procedural steps are the actual actions the reader must follow to complete the 
procedure successfully. Procedural steps include actions, such as choose, select, click, 
confirm, or accept. Procedural steps are generally sequentially numbered, but could also 
occur with multiple steps within one number, or possibly not in a number at all. Likewise, 
the presence of a step number does not necessarily indicate an actual step. 
Additional but not essential information includes cross-references, descriptions of 
what the reader should be seeing on the screen, or enumeration of information visible on 
the screen. This information is most likely helpful and reduces frustration, but should not 
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affect the ability actually to complete the task, assuming the procedural steps are correctly 
carried out. 
Elaboration provides information useful to a global understanding of the program or 
operating system, information that explains what results a step or procedure will have, 
humor disconnected from the context or example, and explanations that add information 
that is not critical (e.g. the fact that something works as you would expect.) 
Figure 4 shows a procedure with a step ("Choose File~ Open."), an item of adjunct 
information ("The Open dialog box will appear. "), and an instance of elaboration ("Don't 
worry about choosing the file type - the program guesses, generally accurately, for 
") you .. 
Opening a File 
1. Choose File ~ Open. 
The Open diaJog box will appear. Don't worry about choosing 
the me type - the program guesses, generally accurately, for you. 
Figure 4: Action, Adjunct Information, and Elaboration. 
To put these categories in terms of conventional assumptions in the technical 
communication literature, I suggest that a manual written strictly to minimalist 
conventions would have values approaching zero for both Adjunct information and 
Elaboration. Additionally, a manual designed to provide only necessary information (albeit 
at greater levels of detail than a minimal manual) would contain virtually no information 
classified as Elaboration. 
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Therefore, my goal in the data collection phase is to identity the number of steps, 
number of occurrences of adjunct information, and number of instances of elaboration 
within each procedural set 
However, aocurately and quickly determining what is adjunct information or what is 
elaboration requires smaller units of accurately quantifiable information. Making gross 
distinctions between adjunct information and elaboration, for example, would lead to the 
possibility of error, while identifYing more readily defined sections of information can 
proceed without problems. Therefore, to facilitate data collection, I will further subdivide 
the information categories into the following categories: 
• number of numbered steps 
• number of actual steps 
• alternate actions 
• cross~references 
• screen descriptions 
• system action descriptions 
• elaboration 
The number of numbered steps is how many numbers for steps are used. Some books 
will divide a procedural set into very small units, thereby yielding a high number of steps. 
Others will provide the instructions in paragraph form, with no numbered steps at all. 
Actual steps is the number of separate actions the instructions call for. Click, select, 
choose, and drag alld release are all examples of actions. Sometimes these are combined 
within numbered steps, while at other times a numbered step contains no action 
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instruction, but rather only a description of what the system is doing. Actual steps are 
tallied individually, regardless of position within a paragraph or procedural step. 
I identifY actual steps semantically, r,ather than based on occurrences of specific 
words. That is, three separate steps, written to be complete, of "1) Click. 2) Hold. 3) 
Drag." would count as three actual steps, willie an instmction stating that users should 
"click the icon and drag and drop it into the trashcan" would count only as one. 
Alternate actions are provided as supplemental or alternative means of accomplishing 
the same goal. For example, applying bold face to text might instruct readers to click the 
B button on the toolbar, but also offer an alternate action of pressing Ctrl+B. Cross-
references recommend that the reader reference a different section of the book or chapter 
to find additional or supplemental information about the procedure. Screen descriptions 
include all descriptions of what readers will see on the screen. For example, if the text 
states that "you will see the dialog box with three available options," that would be a 
screen description. Additionally, references to figures and pictures within the text fall into 
the screen descriptions category. Action descriptions tell what the system is doing, 
including information like "the system displays the dialog box" or "the system recalculates 
the total." Finally, elaboration is any additional information within the procedure that fits 
none of the above descriptions, including humor, comments related to a more global 
understanding of the software, and explanations. 
In summary, information that is an actual action to be taken by the reader will fall into 
the step category, and completely extraneous to the procedure information will be 
considered e.laboration. The remaining descriptions and alternate actions will yield the 
adjunct information category. 
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Presentation of Results 
Effectively comparing sets of instructions, even on the same material, can be quite 
problematic. Different authors will choose to identifY the beginning or end of procedural 
sets differently, or will subdivide lengthy procedures into differing sub-steps. For this 
reason, literal comparisons across multiple books would be tenuous at best. 
However, a discussion of the amount of non-procedural information for each 
procedural step will be quite useful. By averaging non-procedural and procedural 
information across multiple sets of procedures, individual variance will be minimized and 
trends within each book to more or less additional infonnation will be apparent. 
By comparing procedural sets within books, I will be able to discern patterns, or lack 
thereof, in which books have consistent use of additional information within procedural 
sets. By comparing procedural sets across books, trends in providing more information in 
certain books or certain procedures will be evident. 
Scope of Inquiry 
Effectively assessing the structure and application of procedural sets in computer user 
documentation requires that I first restrict the scope of inquiry to a manageable number of 
sources - assessing samples from the fun gamut of computer documentation obviously is 
not realistic. 
Several criteria were used to progressively narrow the scope of research to a 
manageable level. To narrow the scope of investigation to a manageable, yet 





The broad goal of my investigation is to assess documentation that addresses 
beginning users, although also addressing other users in addition is acceptable. Books 
targeting an audience of beginners are the most appropriate for this study because 
documentation for beginning users begins with roughly the same assumptions, 
prerequisites, and presumed ability. The needs of advanced users differ from the needs of 
novice users and are often, but not always, addressed through reference documentation. 
Weiss (1991, 14) establishes two categories for instructional documents: orientation 
and guidance. Orientation documents are intended to "train neophyte users," while 
guidance documents are directed to a more experienced audience. The documents selected 
for this study fit approximately in the orientation category. 
If procedural steps are actually found to be frequently interspersed with additional 
information for the reader, I assume that would be most commonly found in books that 
target beginners because beginners would require more advice and step-by-step assistance 
than more advanced users. 
Furthermore, addressing books that target exclusively more advanced audiences 
would introduce additional and unnecessary complexity into the topic by blurring the 
audience's need or desire for additional information. Presumably, advanced audiences-
for example Pearsall's technicians, operators, or possibly experts - require only 
specifically identifiable steps, rather than more broad-based (and appropriate for 
elaboration) information (Pearsall 1969, xvii-xxii). 
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Target Genre 
I chose to assess user's guides, because they traditionally include numerous numbered 
procedural steps and attempt to provide information on the program's capabilities (rather 
than information focused on a specific user task). I excluded tutorials, reference manuals, 
and other documentation, based on the marketing characterization or book shelving 
information on the back of the books, for the reasons explained below. 
Tutorials differ from user's gui.des because they have different constraints on their 
design and use. They are designed explicitly for the people who want to learn about the 
software, rather than just do a specific procedure. Additionally, because the intent of 
procedural steps in tutorials is different from a user's guide, existing studies and 
descriptions of procedural steps in the technical conununication literature do not 
necessarily apply. Tutorials do not need to address the reading to do audience - their 
approach is inherently different from a user's guide. 
Reference manuals were excluded from the study because their design, alphabetic 
organization, and strictly reference intent targets more advanced users and they generally 
focus more on specific tasks than on overall program capabilities - knowledge that is 
assumed of reference manual users. 
Online documentation, video or multimedia documentation, and books heavily 
referencing an included CD-ROM or diskette, do not generally have a structure, 
organization, or audience that can readily be compared with different books. Specifically, 
they do not provide a valid object of comparison with user's guides and are not considered 
in this study. While each of these other forms of documentation would be appropriate for 
a further discussion of elaboration in documentation, they each represent a relatively 
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smaller and less heavily studied genre and are therefore less appropriate for this initial 
survey of elaboration in technical documentation. Additionally, visual guides and quick 
reference guides also follow unconventional and variable approaches to providing 
infonnation. Neither category can accurately be represented in this study. 
Therefore, I will only evaluate user's guides, to focus the research within a specific 
genre of technical documentation 
Source for Documentation 
Next, I determined that the process of assessing procedural steps would be most 
useful in user documentation ~ntended for a wide audience - if the documentation were 
designed for a narrow or specialized audience, any findings would be less useful. Similarly, 
I required documentation for a software program, not an operating system, because 
operating systems have entirely different constraints and considerations from the 
applications that most technical writers document and most literature in technical 
communication considers. Therefore, I decided to seek out documentation for a popular, 
commercial, widely used, program. 
Most people have to write (Anderson 1985 passim) at work, and word processing 
programs are frequently found on home computers as well, making the category of word 
processing programs a likely candidate for study. 
According to IngramMicro (September 1996), different versions of Microsoft Word 
hold 4 of the top 5 places on the word processing bestseller list, so I selected 
documentation for the latest version of Microsoft Word. I choose the latest version as it 
would presumably address a large and varied audience (the potential market) and the 
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books about Word would presumably incorporate the latest trends and advances in 
commercial computer user documentation. 
Selecting Specific Samples 
The next step in developing my study was to select and obtain books. I selected a 
total of six samples, of which three met all selection criteria and were listed on the Ingram 
bestseller list, and three were not on the bestseller list, but met all selection criteria and 
were readily available in many bookstores. Specifically, I used the following process to 
select the books, 
The materials for this study were purchased commercially, from readily available 
works on Microsoft Word for Windows 95 (sometimes also referred to as Word for 
Windows version 7,0). I did not assess books that would have been special-ordered or that 
were not commonly available. The decision to use only commonly available books reflects 
an assumption that well-known, stocked, and popular computer books reflect, to some 
degree, the preferences of consumers. While many other factors affect the availability and 
popularity of computer books, customer preference for specific styles, titles, series, and 
formats does to a degree dictate the books that are sold. 
Of the top 50 word processing books in the week of September 23, 1996 
(IngramBook 1996),22 are for Word Perfect or Word Pro, while 24 are for Word 6.0, are 
tutorials, or are quick reference guides. Of the remaining 4, one book (Word for Windows 
for Dummies) is listed twice, so 3 bestsellers remain. Table 1 presents the three best-
selling computer books selected for this study. 
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Table 1: Bestselling Books Meeting Evaluation Criteria 
Title Publisher Author 
Word for Windows 95 for Foster City, California: lOG Books Gookin, Dan 
Dummies Worldwide, Inc. 
Running Microsoft Word for Redmond, Washington: Microsoft Borland, Russell 
Windows 95 Press 
Mastering Word for Windows 95 Alameda, California: Sybex, Inc. Mansfield, Ron 
Additionally, three other books on Microsoft Word were readily available in Barnes & 
Noble, Media Play, B. Dalton, Waldenbooks, and other general-interest bookstores that fit 
the specified selection criteria. These three additional books were also chosen for use in 
this study to provide a broader look at the use of procedural sets. Table 2 presents these 
three additional works. 
Table 2: Related Books Meeting Evaluation Criteria 
Title Publisher Author 
ABCs of Word for Windows 95 I Alameda, California: Sybex, Inc. Hart-Davis, Guy 
I 
Word for Windows 95 for Busy Berkeley, California: Osborne Crumlish, Christian. 
People McGraw-Hili. 
Microsoft Word for Windows 95 Berkley, California: Osborne Neibauer, Alan R. 
Made Easy McGraw-HilI. 
Finally, I will also assess the procedural sets in the Microsoft User's Guide for Word for 
Windows version 6.0, to allow comparison between commercially available computer 
user's guides and documentation provided by software vendors. Microsoft did not publish 
a traditional user's guide for Word 95 that would fit the selection criteria for this study. 
However, because of the very minor software differences between Word version 6.0 and 
7.0, the older user's guide can legitimately be compared to other user's guides for the 
current version of the software. 
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Table 3: Microsoft Word Documentation 
Title Publisher 
Microsoft Word User's Guide (version 6) Redmond, Washington: Microsoft 
About the Samples 
Each of the books selected is a user's guide intended for use with Word for Windows 
95. The books selected are categorized by their publishers as addressing a beginner-level 
audience, although some books target a range from beginner to intermediate users (Word 
for Windows 95 for Dummies. Running Word for Windows 95, ABCs of Word for 
Windows 95, Microsoft Word for Windows 95 Made Easy) and some claim applicability 
for all users of Word (Mastering Wordfor Windows 95, Wordfor Windows 95 for Busy 
People). 
Although each of the books (except for the actual program documentation) was 
written by an individual named author or authors, the books are all parts of a series of 
books from the publisher and appear to have been written to a series style guide. Although 
the author's voice and style is apparent in each of the books. issues such as consistent use 
of coaching and the general fonnat of instructional steps appear to be common to all 
books within a series, such as the ... for Dummies series or the ... for Busy People 
senes. 
While the fact that the books are based on a corporate style guide does not imply that 
the findings in this study are universally applicable or generalizable to any degree, it does 
indicate that, where possible, books in a series will have similar use of procedural steps. 
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Although it could be argued that differences in audience or audience analysis could 
explain differences in writing style or structure, by restricting the scope of inquiry to mass 
market, beginner level, user documentation, the differences in possible audience are 
minimal. A look at the potential audience for any of these books would reveal people with 
an interest in or need to know more about the topic and with no readily identifiable 
experience or prior knowledge. In other words, these books address an audience that is so 
heterogeneous as to make effective analysis beyond the purpose of the book impossible. 
I do not evaluate the accuracy, completeness, or overall quality of the documentation. 
I am not addressing the usability of these documents, nor do I intend to imply that 
differences between these documents and the technical communication literature indicates 
that these documents are somehow superior to other examples. All I am considering is 
how procedural sets are constructed. 
Process of Inquiry 
I will qualitatively assess selected procedural sets from several recent books about 
Microsoft Word in order to determine if procedural sets in these books reflect common 





fundamental points from the technical communication literature is to minimize extraneous 
information from procedural sets, I will count occurrences of different types of 
information from each set of steps and summarize the findings. 
Rather than assessing all procedural steps in all books selected, I will focus on specific 
procedural sets that I select to represent the overall style of procedural steps in each of the 
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books. I will choose the steps according to the foHowing process, which should ensure 
accurate results. 
I will assess processes that reflect instruction in using Microsoft Word, rather than 
instruction in using the operating system itself For example, copying and pasting or 
opening and closing a file is common across all (standard-compliant) Windows programs, 
so the depth and thoroughness with which this process is addressed will likely to be quite 
variable across the different books. I will select common or important processes, giving 
preference to those that will likely be used by or useful to many Word users. I will address 
processes that are discussed in most books, but will, in selecting procedures, focus on 
selecting a fairly representative selection of different procedures, processes, and levels of 
complexity, in order to see the range oftreatment in the text. 
As Spyridakis (1992,616) accurately notes, "software manuals . .. are often hard to 
test if naturally occurring materials are used because of the number of variables that differ 
across different products." However, to test occurrences of a phenomenon in real 
documentation, I will not be able to follow Spyridakis' suggestion of creating custom 
materials. As a result of the difficulty in assessing the documentation, I chose a relatively 
small sample and manually - not randomly - selected the samples. If the results of this 
inquiry are promising, more rigorous studies might be called for in future research in 
technical communication. 
In discussions, Spyridakis recommends a sample size of at least 10 subjects per 
condition (1992, 615) and preferably somewhere between 10 and 20 . I initially select 25 




In selecting procedures, I attempted to fmd procedures that 
• would be addressed in most of the books I chose to analyze 
• would cover a range from very elementary instructions for beginning users to 
somewhat advanced topics for more skilled users. 
• would require a variety of actions 
• would be representative of the book 
• would be handled as a separate section. 
The steps I initially choose to assess were: 
• inserting a table using the toolbar • turning on revision marks 
• checking spelling using the dialog box • inserting table of contents 
• checking grammar • changing line spacing in dialog box 
• inserting headerlfooter • inserting symbols 
• inserting word art • adding borders to text using tool bar 
• rearranging in outline mode • wrapping text around a frame 
• customizing page margins • changing alignment with toolbar 
• inserting newspaper-style columns in • sorting a tabte 
dialog box 
• selecting a printer • creating a mul.li-Ievellist 
• using print preview • converting text to table 
• insert merge fields • formatting characters in dialog box 
• changing or creating style characteristics • using a document template 
in dialog box 
• creating indent with tool bar 
Four procedures in the above list (creating a multi-level list, converting text to table, 
formatting characters ill dialog box, llsing a document template) were handled unusuaUy, 
inconsistently, or were not addressed in most books. I therefore eliminated them from 
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consideration, resulting in 21 sets with usable results. These sets of procedural steps will 
be assessed according to the following analysis process. 
I will create forms, one for each procedure under analysis. Each form will have a line 
for each book and categories in which to record the heading and page number of the 
procedure - to allow me actually to return and check results later. Additionally, each line 
will have categories for the quantity of 
• numbered steps 
• actual steps that the reader must perform 
• alternate actions 
• cross-references 
• screen references or descriptions 
• system action descriptions 
• elaboration 
I include a distinction between actual steps and numbered steps because a preliminary 
look at the books revealed significant differences between the number of numbered steps 
and the actual number of actions the reader must take - I choose to collect both values in 
case the information proves useful later. In this thesis I will be using only the actual steps 
to assess procedural sets. 
Rather than collecting all information from each book in succession, I will colle-ct all 
data on a given procedure at one, then move through each procedure in tum. 
The following chapter presents and discusses the results of this inquiry. 
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Chapter .f 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of this analysis of procedural sets in computer user documentation are 
quite varied, and overall surprisingly unlike the recommendations from the literature. As a 
whole, I found that procedural sets in commercially available documentation for Mcrosoft 
Word deviate considerably from the recommendations in the technical communication 
literature, particularly in terms offrequent use of adjunct information and elaboration 
throughout most of the samples. 
In this section, I will briefly outline some general considerations about my findings, 
particularly in areas that will set the context for further discussion. Next, I will present my 
findings about the use of adjunct infonnation, elaboration, and total supplemental 
information in the books, followed by specific issues peculiar to individual books and 
general discussion of the results. In the second half of this chapter, I will discuss my 
findings and the implications for technical communicators. 
Overview and Observations 
In general, all the commercially available books on Microsoft Word selected for this 
study have consistent and systematic use of both adjunct information and elaboration 
throughout. The specific amounts and cases vary greatly among books, but elaboration is 
consistently found. 
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Overall Coverage and Treatment 
In general, the books selected are fairly similar in the treatment of the material and 
approach to the information. The quality is by no means uniform - some books proved 
remarkably difficult to use from an information access standpoint, but an objective look at 
the results shows differences only in degree in use of adjunct information and elaboration. 
As I collected the data, few trends and tendencies among the books were apparent. 
The process of collecting all the data on each procedural step from all books, then moving 
to the next procedural step, effectively yielded data. 
Because the raw data as collected from the books is a step of processing (to combine 
the individual measures into adJunct jnformation) away from the source data I will discuss, 
no trends or patterns were evident throughout the data collection phase, other than the 
observation that all the books showed some degree of both adjunct information and 
elaboration. 
See Appendix A for the complete tabular results of the data collection phase. 
Adjunct Information 
Each of the seven books under consideration reveals a fairly significant amount of 
adjunct information for each step. This information, ranging from figure references (very 
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Figure 5: Average Adjunct Infonnation per Actual Step of Procedure. 
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commercial books lie in a fairly narrow range (1.16 to 1,58), with the User's Guide 
slightly lower at 0,94, On the whole, more than one piece of additional infonnation is 
provided for every step in the procedure in all books except the User's Guide. 
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Table 4: Adjunct Information per step 
Book Average AdjunctJStep Median Value Adjunct 
Word for Dummies 1.36 3.00 
Running Word 1.29 3.00 
Mastering Word 1.31 3.00 
ABCsofWord 1.58 3.50 
Word Made Easy 1.16 3.00 
Word for Busy People 1.51 2.00 
User's Guide 0.94 2.00 
Table 4 shows the actual values for the average Adjunct infonnation per step as weD as 
the median values for adjunct infonnation per step. 
The relatively high median values (2.0-3.5) reflect a few sets of procedures -
although not necessarily the same sets for each book - in which plentiful adjunct 
infonnation was provided. These cases usually reflect a case of itemizing each field in a 
dialog box with either an explanation or a description. 
Elaboration 
As with adjunct information, all books showed consistent and regular use of 
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Figure 6: Average Elaboration per ActuaJ Step of Procedure. 
Because of the highly qualitative nature of the evaluation method, no significant 
results can be inferred from the differences in Elaboration as seen in Figure 6. Although 
Word/or Dummies and Word/or Busy People show notably higher levels of elaboration 
than most of the rest - almost one additional instance of elaboration per actual step -
there appears to be no systematic difference as well as no pattern to indicate that any 
particular books have more or less elaboration. Word/or Dummies uses elaboration more 
than the other books, but all books except the Word User's Guide have substantial 
amounts of elaboration. 
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Table 5: Elaboration Information per Step 
Book Average Elaboration/Step Median Value Elaboration 
Word for Dummies 1.29 3.00 
Running Word 0.51 1.00 
Mastering Word 0.84 2.00 
ABCsofWord 0.57 1.00 
Word Made Easy 0.88 1.50 
Word for Busy PeopJe 1.12 1.00 
User's Guide 0.12 0.00 
Table 5 shows that the median values for occurrences of elaboration are one or greater for 
all books except the User's Guide, and that the mean values exceed 0.5 for all books 
except the User's Guide, indicating a regular use of elaboration within the texts. 
Total SupplementaJ Information 
Examining all seven books in combination, few trends are immediately apparent in the 
data. 
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Figure 7: Total Supplementallnformatlon per Step of Procedure. 
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As shown in Figure 7, the amounts of total supplemental information per procedure 
are between 1.0 and 2.5 - containing considerable information that is not strictly 
necessary for the procedure to be earned out - but show no pattern as far as which 
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Figure 8: Supplemental Information. 
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As shown in Figure 8, adjunct information appears somewhat more frequently and 
consistently than elaboration, but does not appear to follow a specific pattern. 
Some of the user's guides contain fairly high total levels of adjunct information and 
elaboration per step. Particu1arly Word/or Dummies and Word/or Busy People contains 
overall substantial amounts of extra information - 2.66 and 2.63 items per actual step. 
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Table 6: Summary Infonnation Ratios 
Book Average Average Total Average 
AdjunctJStep Elaboration/Step Extra/Step 
Word for Dummies 1.36 1.29 2.66 
Running Word 1.29 0.51 1.80 
Mastering Word 1.31 0.84 2.15 
ABCs of Word 1.58 0.57 2.15 
Word Made Easy 1.16 0.88 2.04 
Word for Busy People 1.51 1.12 2.63 
User's Guide 0.94 0.12 1.14 
Table 6 shows average values for the number of items of adjunct information per step, 
elaboration per step, and the total "extra" (from a minimalist perspective) information per 
step in each procedural sets. However, no systematic differences in elaboration or adjunct 
information were apparent in the selected books. 
Discussion 
The process of extracting and analyzing the data in this study revealed few 
noteworthy problems or challenges, although a few interesting aspects were uncovered. I 
will review the unexpected constraints and surprises in my analysis procedure, then discuss 
anomalies in the data collected. 
Procedural Discussion 
With few exceptions, the data collection went smoothly. I encountered only minor 
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• issues with infonnation access I missing procedures 
• difficulty with identifYing procedures 
Poor information access design in certain books, most notably Running Word, made 
collecting the information difficult. Problems in the index, coupled with procedures 
categorized into highly arbitrary appearing sections, may have caused errors of omission, 
in which I claim that information is not included. In one case, Running Word did not 
include information about inserting a header or footer - as least as far as the index and 
table of contents showed - although that process was required for other procedures that 
were covered in the book. 
As mentioned in the methodology section, four of the sets of procedures were 
eliminated from consideration because they were inconsistently handled, incompletely 
handled or omitted from several of the books. Those four procedures were probably a 
result of poor topic selection on my part - choosing relatively technical or obscuf,e 
procedures - rather than indicative of substantive problems at a deeper level. 
Some of the problems with information access may well be related to the previously 
discussed problems in which some books did not have all the procedures being analyzed. 
Specifically, only the Microsoft User's Guide covered every procedural set selected, while 
the remaining six books failed to cover from one to five of the procedural sets. 
Table 7: Selected Procedures Not Covered 
Book Number of Procedures Not Covered 
Word for Dummies 2 
Running Word 2 




Word Made Easy 1 
Word for Busy People 5 
User's Guide 0 
Table 7 shows the books studied and the number of sets they failed to cover. Because 
the comparisons of adjunct information and elaboration are based on the occurrences per 
actual step, rather than on an absolute value, these missing values do not pose problems 
for the accuracy or reliability of the data. As at least 16 procedural sets were analyzed 
from each book and the results were fairly consistent within books, it is highly unlikely 
that the missing data would change the results. The calculations of mean and median 
values excluded the procedural sets with no information. 
The other problem mentioned above - difficulty identifYing procedures - occurred 
primarily in cases in which a book or books presented a procedure within a paragraph or 
discussion, rather than separating the procedure as numbered list of actions. Some of the 
books - particularly the ABCs of Microsoft Word - used few or no numbered steps in 
procedures, choosing instead to bury all steps of the procedure within paragraphs of text. 
This format slightly slowed and hindered the data collection, but not insurmountably so. 
I am confident that I accurately identified the procedural sets and the information 
within them, even when the book style or design precluded the use of a numbered list for 
the steps. 
Data Discussion 
The data collected proved remarkably consistent throughout the seven books. 




(Word User's Guide) adjunct information and elaboration, all books used both adjunct 
information and elaboration to some degree. 
Some of this additional material can be described ,as passages in which the primary 
function is to support, encourage, and help the reader with more global issues, rather than 
passages specifically oriented to using a specific feature of the software. Instances of this 
material can often be found between steps within a numbered procedure and are not 
numbered. This elaboration is not essential- the instructions are complete even without 
this infonnation. However, the addition of elabomtion does in many cases have a purpose 
- it completes the overall instructional text by addressing, in terms of Hart's definition 
(1996, 144), not only the what but also the why readers are expected to do something. 
Some issues within the books and procedural sets attracted my attention as I was 
collecting the data. I noticed that two of the commercial books were distinctly different 
from the remaining books - Running Word and Mastering Word are, as are the rest, 
labeled as user's guides for a beginning audience. However, rather than taking the 
approach of presenting only selected material clearly and effectively (as in ... for 
Dummies or ... for Busy People), these two volumes attempt to provide complete 
coverage of everything Word can do. As a result, these books are much longer than the 
other books and attempt to cover significantly more information. Specifically, Running 
Word and Mastering Word have 1009 and 995 pages respectively, the Word User's Guide 
has 823, while the remaining books range from 291 to 493 pages. 
These noteworthy differences in approach did not appear to have an effect on the 
relative amounts of adjunct information or elaboration in procedural sets. I did observe, in 
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passing, that the size of the book does not necessarily indicate more comprehensive or 
effective coverage of most standard material. 
The remaining three books - ABCs of Word, Word Made Easy, Wordfor Busy 
People - more closely resemble Word for Dummies in their relatively selective approach 
to the information and marketing push toward less experienced and less confident users. 
These three books, plus Wordfor Dummies, appear to address a slightly different audience 
from the two more comprehensive documents. 
The levels of adjunct information and elaboration are somewhat surprising in their 
magnitude, although not the presence. As described in the Methodology section, adjunct 
information and elaboration are only assessed within procedural sets. Any infonnation 
provided in introductions to the procedural set, in other areas of the section or part, or 
after the last step of the set, are not included in these numbers. Particularly in terms ofthe 
fairly conservative recommendations in the technical communication literature, providing 
this volume of additional infonnation within procedural sets was somewhat surprising. 
Of all the books, the Microsoft User's Guide for Word adheres fairly closely to 
standard technical communication recommendations, particularly insofar as the number of 
numbered steps matches the actual quantity of actions the reader must undertake and that 
few of the procedural sets include elaboration. Even with the User's Guide, however, the 
amount of adjunct information is somewhat surprising. 
Grossly stated, a manual adhering to the conventional assumption in the literature that 
each numbered step should include one and only one action for the reader to perfonn 
would have the same number in both the # Steps and Actual Steps column. A manual 





Adjunct information or Elaboration columns. And, a manual designed to provide only 
necessary information (albeit at greater detail than a minimal manual) would contain no 
information in the Elaboration columns. 
Additionally, the idea of having one numbered step for each action a reader must take 
seems fairly tightly ingrained as a given within the technical communication literature. 
However, I observed a great deal of disparity among these seven books in tenns of use of 
numbered lists for procedural sets. For example, Word Made Ea5y uses no numbered steps 
- all procedural steps in the analyzed procedures in Word Made Easy are buried within 
paragraphs. Mastering Word, on the other hand, frequently numbers steps that require no 
action on the part of the reader. These "steps" are often descriptions of system actions or 
what the readers should expect to happen or see at a given point. 
The next chapter concludes this thesis with a discussion of the possible reasons for 









Tn this study of computer user documentation, I assessed samples from commercial 
documentation to detennine if they follow the guidelines presented in the technical 
communication literature. I found that commercial computer user documentation 
consistently deviates from the recommendations in the literature. In this chapter, I will 
explore possible explanations for this finding and outline possible future directions for 
research to investigate this discrepancy further. 
Findings and Explanation 
Ahhough the technical communication literature falls into two schools - minirnalism 
or the more liberal school focused on providing appropriate information - most , 
recommendations from both areas of the literature specifY that procedural sets should not i 
be interrupted with any additional information. The literature indicates, as a whole, that 
information can and should reasonably be provided before the set of procedures, or after 
the set of procedures, but that the actual sequence of steps should not be intenupted. 
On the other hand, my analysis of the actual composition of procedural sets from 
Microsoft Word documentation shows that procedural sets seem to be frequently and 
regularly interspersed with both adjunct information and elaboration. 
This apparent disconnect between the literature recommendations on one hand and 
the practice of technical communication on the other hand could have several 
explanations, including: 
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• The technical communication literature currently lags behind the practice - that 
is, the practice is responding more quick1y and possibly more effectively to the 
needs and demands of readers than the literature does, therefore the literature does 
not currently reflect the practice. 
• The sample covers a broader scope in terms of multiple information goals than can 
be considered under the category of technical communication. 
• The samples studied exhibit poor information structure and should - but do not 
- follow the recommendations in the literature. 
• Commercial books are inherently different from non-commercial documentation 
samples and, while the study holds true for the given sample, it is a relatively minor 
part and not representative of technical communication as a whole. 
My findings show that commercial software documentation does not reflect the 
recommendations from the literature, and it could be that this type of technical 
communication is distinctly different from those discussed in the literature. 
As I conclude this thesis, I will address these possibilities in turn and close with a 
recommendation for continued inquiry and further development of this possibility. 
Catching Up? 
This study of some of the latest commercial software documentation shows a 
discrepancy between the recommendations in the literature and the practice. If the 
technical communication literature accurately reflects what happens in the practice of 
technical communication - although this is both unclear and beyond the scope of this 
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thesis to ascertain - a time lag between observing characteristics of published software 
documentation and publications about those characteristics would be understandable. 
One possible reason for this discrepancy could be the very short dev.elopment time of 
commercial software documentation as compared to the time to develop and publish 
scholarly papers or books. For example, many commer,ciaJ software manuals, including 
those from IDG Books Worldwide and Osborne McGraw-Hill, are developed in two 
months, indexed and edited in another month, then printed and distributed in only a few 
more weeks - totaling approximately four months from conception to bookstore shelves. 
However, the proposal. submission, peer-review, scheduling for publication, and actual 
publication process for anthologies or for scholarly journals such as Technical 
Communication, takes far longer - often a year, quite often much longer.· Additionally. 
the time required to set up and conduct an empirical study greatly exceeds the time 
requires to learn and write about a software program. In more immediate tenns, the entire 
development process for a commercial software manual could take place between the 
submission of a final manuscript and the publication in Technical Communication or 
similar journals. 
This delay in publication could explain, at least in part, my finding that the literature 
does not accurately represent the technical communication practice. While the literature 
will certainly not always reflect the practice, I believe that significant discrepancies, such 
as those I found, call for further inquiry and research, preferably empirical research, to 
assess the usability and effectiveness of the differences in the practice . 
• Times based on personal experience and personal e-mail with George Hayhoe, editor of Technical COl7lmwlication. 
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On the other hand, we cannot teU from the information available if the practice leads 
the literature and the literature will soon catch up, or if this aspect of the practice is 
completely disconnected from the literature. Given the fact that commercial software 
documentation has existed for many years, and the series from which my sampJes were 
drawn range up to 5 years old, we could speculate that the characteristics observed in this 
thesis did not suddenly appear in this collection of books. In that case, perhaps the 
technical communication literature does not, in fact, reflect the practice, indicating that 
further study is called for . 
In any case, more study would be required to ascertain definitively that the technical 
communication literature is lagging behind and will within a coupJe of publication cycles 
reflect the practice of a couple of years previously. However, I think that other 
explanations for the discrepancy I observed will prove more fruitful. 
Typical Technical Communication? 
Some might argue that this study does not accurately represent typical situations in 
technical communication. Some issues that raise questions about this study include the 
very fact that the documentation samples do not apparently fit standard technical 
communication practices, the multiple purposes and audiences for these samples, and the 
fairly limited scope of inquiry. 
To those who question if this study can reflect a substantial aspect of technical 
communication because the samples do not reflect the technical communication literature, 
I would suggest that progress in the field may come from many fronts and that innovations 
in practice may well presage codification in the literature. Certainly a circular argument 
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that what is not in the literature cannot be in the practice because it is not in the literature 
should not be a concern for most readers. 
I do not believe that the appearance of multiple and possibly conflicting audiences in 
this sample could possibly pose problems for further study or generalization. It could well 
be that these documents reflect an unusual combination of tutorial material, reference 
material, and more purely instructional material, but that cannot be peculiar to these 
documents. Many discussions of and publications in technical communication address the 
difficult and necessity of multiple audience considerations, and the combination possibly 
found in my sample is quite likely typical, or at least not unique. 
Although the sample size is fairly limited, the results show an abundance of both 
adjunct information and elaboration within procedural sets. I suspect that similar studies of 
commercial documentation on other topics would produce similar results for the very 
reason that nothing about documentation for Microsoft Word appears, in any way, to be a 
special case or unusually likely to require significantly more elaboration or adjunct 
information than would be necessary for other software programs. 
Overall, in response to any issues questioning the applicability of this study to 
technical communication, I would cite, again, David Dobrin: "Technical writing is writing 
that accommodates technology to the user." (Dobrin 1983, 242). By this among many 
definitions of technical communication, the purpose of technical communication is to 











Poorly Structured Commercial Documentation? 
Although, as stated above, the samples studied attempt to provide useful and effective 
information to readers, there exists little available evidence that the samples succeed in this 
aim. The possibility that the literature is correct and the commercially available 
documentation errs in deviatin:;; from the standards prescribed in much of the literature 
cannot be completely discounted and should probably be investigated through empirical 
research. 
Is Commercial Documentation Different? 
Although I have argued that my sample is, almost by definition, representative of 
technical communication, a closely-related possible explanation for my results also merits 
discussion. Is it possible that commercial software documentation as a whole cannot be 
assessed or evaluated by the same standards and measures used for most other technical 
communication materials? Are specific characteristics of commercial computer user 
documentation different enough from other computer documentation that they must be 
evaluated separately, and have not been assessed in the literature? 
Before this question could be definitively answered, further studies would be required, 
but I will present an initial argument against this possibility. 
These commercial software manuals attempt to provide information about how to use 
the product to a wide audience, just as traditional vendor-produced documentation does. 
The books do not appear to have strikingly different goals, rather, they have different 






These commercial software manuals are, in and of themselves, a product, rather than 
being a part of a product as vendor-produced documentation is. As a separate product, 
authors and producers must address concerns of marketability and perceived usefulness 
that vendor-produced documentation does not have to address - at least not directly. 
However, this focus on audience preferences and tastes would, in my opinion, tend to 
improve the documentation more quickJy and effectively than vendor-produced 
documentation would be affected. Any developments or changes in commercial 
documentation are unlikely to be substantively different from those in vendor-produced 
documentation, although they might very well occur faster. 
The commercial documentation almost certainly responds to marketing and audience 
preferences, but I am not aware of any usability studies that have been perfonned on 
commercial software documentation. That said, it could be that commercial software 
documentation reflects what readers and customers want, while the technical 
communication literature reflects what readers find more usable and effective. This 
possibility raises the question of whether technical communicators should or do provide 
what their readers what or what studies indicate that they need. 
In summary, the conditions and audience of both commercial and vendor·produced 
documentation are very similar, although the impetus for change and development is 
j 
probably different. Commercial documentation, as it is driven by marketing concerns, will 1 
1 
4 
> be quite responsive to indicated customer desires, while vendor-produced documentation 
might develop based on factors including usability testing, consumer preference, the old 
"that is how we have always done it" factor, cost considerations, internal or external 
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politics, or other factors. Vendor-produced documentation has a much murkier 
relationship to profit than commercial documentation does. 
One related consideration that cannot account for the complete discrepancy between 
my findings and the literature, but is worthy of mention, is the relatively greater freedom 
that writers of commercial documentation have. It appears that much of the literature in 
computer documentation addresses technical writers on a software development team or 
at least working for the same company that produces the product. 
Another possible - but unlikely - explanation for my findings is that that 
commercial documentation has more adjunct information and elaboration than vendor-
produced documentation because the writers of commercial documentation are more free 
to state problems and issues clearly than the writers of vendor-produced documentation. 
Elaboration in product manuals is at least potentially problematic because many likely 
applications of elaboration are the very aspects of the software that are unintuitive, 
unclear, or difficult - not exactly what a company generally wants to include in their 
documentation. I do not think that issue could possibly account for the entire discrepancy 
in findings for a number of reasons - among them the fact that the writers of commercial 
documentation also have a vested interest in the success of the product - but this issue 
could merit further study at a later time. 
I 
S 
Computer User Documentation is a Special Case 1 
4 
) 
At this point, the other likely explanations for the observed discrepancy between the 
technical communication literature's recommendations for procedural sets and the use of 
procedural sets as seen in a selected sample of documentation have been rejected. This 
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leaves a significant discrepancy between academic recommendations and practice, in a 
field that appears to be experiencing signifi.cant growth and development. 
What does this mean to us as technical communicators? First, a brief review of my 
findings: I found that the technical communication literature very consistently recommends 
providing no elaboration and little adjunct infonnation within procedural steps. A 
significant sample of the literature advocates minimal documentation in which only the 
most essential infonnation is provided, and certainly not anything on the order of one or 
two pieces of adjunct information or elaboration for each and every procedural step. 
It appears that computer documentation poses a unique problem for technical 
communication. The sheer number of publications, articles, books focusing on the topic 
shows the frustration and confusion that we as technical communicators experience when 
we try to make computer documentation fit into traditional communication paradigms. 
The fact is, computer documentation does not fit the paradigms to which we have become 
accustomed. 
Computer user documentation does not now fit traditional technical communication 
paradigms in several ways. Modem computer user instructions are not generally 
completely sequential - as writers, we cannot assume the process that readers 'W"ill follow 
through the instructions, nor can or should we guide our readers on one path through a 
software program when the readers will actually pick and choose and therefore read only 
the parts that apply to them. 
Computer user documentation is not modular - as writers, we cannot write 
disconnected sections of documentation and expect a significant proportion of our users to 
be able to make the necessary connections between different sections. Although readers 
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can certainiy make some connections. due to the complexity of the material and the need 
to make accurate and useful connections, we must help establish a schema and build a 
framework in which our readers can fit each additional piece of information. 
Computer user documentation is iterative - as writers, we cannot write about 
computer software without assuming prior actions and effects, although we do not know 
what the prior actions might be. Computer user documentation interprets exceedingly 
complex systems and processes for novice users - as writers, we have neither the luxury 
of simplifying the description nor of assuming any significant level of experience or 
knowledge on the part of our readers. 
In other words, computer user documentation is used for reference purposes, but 
requires more connections and tutorial-type information than traditional reference 
materials written for advanced users. Computer user documentation is used for tutorial 
purposes, but require reading-to-do access and quick paths to just the essential 
infonnation to complete a job. Computer user documentation attempts to be all things to 
all users, and must be so. 
It could be argued that the problem computer user documentation seems designed to 
solve is not really a documentation problem - it is a training problem. Provide adequate 
training on software, then provide reference documentation, thereby solving the problem. 
Alternatively, provide tutorial documentation and a separate set of reference 
documentation, thereby solving the problem. However, that solution, while logical, is not 
practical or financially viable. 
Computers and software are increasingly considered tools to be used to do other jobs 
-just as a voltmeter, set of wrenches, or pressure gauge are tools. That implies that the 
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documentation should be straightforward - do this, do that, then do something else. 
However, for a number of reasons ranging from experience to a more thorough user 
understanding to a greatly simpler process, these more traditional tools do not adequately 
compare with computers as tools. 
Let us take as an example a computer user who has and uses the computer operating 
system, a word processing program, a spreadsheet or money management program, an 
email program, and a Web browser. An operating system and four programs would be a 
bare minimum configuration, but adequate for this discussion. Assuming conservatively 
that a new version of each of the programs is released every 20 months, this computer 
user would need to attend one training class, buy at least one book, or engage in intensive 
self-study every four months just to keep up with the existing software, let alone to use 
other programs. 
However, the sociological complication is that it appears that many people also 
expect that computers are tools - virtually commodities, as a VCR or television. Many 
people who use computers are not generally paid to use the computer - they are paid to 
be accountants, technicians, customer support representatives, or to do any of a number of 
other things, and they need to use computer software as tools. The readers have little 
motivation to learn all this computer and technical infonnation just to be a professor or 
secretary or accountant or whatever. For the computer to be a tool, the reader must 
understand and be able to use it effectively. 
However, as we can see from browsing through bookstores and training catalogs, 
many people who must use computers consider themselves Dummies (or Idiots, but not 
yet Morons) in the use of computers. Traditional documentation - as recommended by 
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the technical communication literature - often requires that readers foUow steps by rote, 
with no particular understanding of the process. These steps do not include additional 
information, and address only the task based information (Romiszowski 1981). 
Unfortunately, as long as readers continue using manuals with a read-to-do approach, 
they will consider themselves Dummies - they are reading to do exclusively and when 
something goes wrong, they are stuck. Likewise, with the number of new programs 
appearing on the market, they do not have time to read t0' learn - they need to learn, but 
they more desperately need to do. 
Perhaps a more productive long term approach would be to train in the use of the 
tools and not consider this to be a problem with computer documentation in the first place. 
Perhaps a thorough training program would be beneficial, but the costs in time and effort 
would be enormous. For a computer user who uses Excel, Word, an e-mail program and a 
Web browser, all on Windows 95, comprehensive training in each software package as 
well as the operating system would be extremely time consuming, extremely expensive, 
and would have to be at least partially redone at every software revision. Logistically, that 
approach just cannot work. Thorough training additionally implies deeper knowledge, 
which takes significantly more effort to instill than task-based procedures. 
At this point, of course, we do not know enough about a number of these variables to 
do anything more than speculate about possible explanations. I believe, however, that 
sufficient evidence exists to call for further study into the use of procedural sets in 
documentation, designed to help users read to do and learn. 
Although Charney, Reder, and Wells already conducted initial investigations into 
elaborated texts, ongoing rapid developments in computer technology, including the 
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graphic user interface and common look-and-feel applications, call for replication of their 
study. As an additional step, I would propose a usability test comparing elaborated and 
unelaborated texts for reference or reading-to-do purposes. Each of two groups would 
follow specific procedures, with one group using elaborated texts and one using un-
elaborated texts. Second, each group would be asked to do a similar, but undocumented, 
procedure, to ascertain if elaboration in the texts helps transfer from one task to another. 
Finally, a follow-up study after three months or six months would help establish the 
retention for each of the groups. 
I would call for these investigations as quickly as possible, because the rapid 
encroachment of computer technology into the everyday lives of all of us makes it more 
difficult by the day to find groups with appropriately limited experience with computers to 
allow for effective testing. As computer user interfaces tend to be fairly similar in many 
respects, any prior knowledge on the part of the participants must be accounted for in the 
study because any prior knowledge could lead to unwanted transfer into the tasks in the 
study. 
In a similar vein, concurrent usability tests of a variety of commercial software 
documentation should attempt to find out if the elaboration and adjunct information found 
in the practice benefits readers or not. 
Based on my initial findings, I would strongly suggest that further empirical research 
is required in the area of procedural sets to learn more about the usability of the style used 
in much commercial documentation, as well as the usability of different forms of 
procedural steps. Additionally, as ever, technical communicators should attempt carefully 
to analyze and respond to the needs of their readers. Further inquiry, particularly empirical 
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studies, into this area could certainly prove enlightening and useful for technical 
communicators and their readers. 
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APPENDIX A - COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTATION SAMPLES 
Borland, Russell. 1995. Running Microsoft Wordfor Window 95. Redmond, Washington: 
Microsoft Press. (40th on bestseller list) 
Crumlish, Christian. 1996. Word/or Windows 95/or BusyPeop/e. Berkeley, California: 
Osborne McGraw-Hili. 
Gookin, Dan. 1995. Wordfor Windows 95for Dummies. Foster City, California: IDG 
Books Worldwide, Inc. (3rd on bestseller list) 
Hart-Davis, Guy. 1996. ABCs 0/ Wordfor Windows 95. Alameda, California: Sybex, Inc. 
Mansfield, Ron. 1995. Mastering Word/or Windows 95. Alameda, California: Sybex, Inc. 
(24th on bestseller list) 
Microsoft Word User's Guide. 1994. Redmond, Washington: Microsoft. (program 
documentation, previous version.)Neibauer, Alan R. 1995. Microsoft Word/or 
Windows 95 Made Easy. Berkley, California: Osborne McGraw-Hill. 
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APPENDIX B - TABULAR RESULTS 
Table 8: Summary Results for Microsoft User's Guide for Word 
Topic ## Steps Actual Steps Adjunct Elaboration 
Information 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 4 4 11 0 
Adding Header 4 4 7 0 
Changing Alignment with Toolbar 2 2 4 1 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 5 5 2 0 
Checking Grammar 3 3 10 1 
Checking Spelling 3 3 8 a 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 2 2 1 0 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 6 6 1 2 
Customizing Margins 5 5 2 0 
Insert Merge Fields 3 3 0 2 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0 1 a a 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 5 5 1 1 
Inserting Table of Contents 6 6 3 0 
Inserting Table with Toolbar 3 3 3 1 
Inserting Word Art 7 8 3 0 
Rearranging Topics in OuUine Mode 3 3 1 0 
Selecting a Printer a 1 1 0 
Sorting a Table 7 I 7 1 1 
Turning On Revision Marks 5 5 3 0 
Using Print Preview 3 3 10 0 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 3 3 0 0 
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Table 9: Supplemental ,Information Ratios for Microsoft User's Guide for Word 
Topic . Elaboration} Adjunct/Step Total Extra/Step 
step 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 2.75 0.00 2.75 
Adding Header 1.75 0.00 1.75 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 2.00 0.50 2.50 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box DAD 0.00 0.40 
Checking Grammar 3.33 0.33 3.67 
Checking Spelling 2.67 0.00 2.67 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 
, 
0.50 0.00 0.50 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0.17 0.33 0.50 
Customizing Margins 0.40 0.00 DAD 
Insert Merge Fields 0.00 0.67 0.67 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 0.20 0.20 0.40 
Inserting Table of Contents 0.50 0.00 0.50 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 1.00 0.33 1.33 
Inserting Word Art 0.38 0.00 0.38 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0.33 0.00 0.33 
Selecting a Printer 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Sorting a Table 0.14 0.14 0.29 
Turning On Revision Marks 0.60 , 0.00 0.60 
Using Print Preview 3.33 0.00 3.33 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 10: Summary Results for Word for Dummies 
Topic # Steps Actual Steps Adjunct Elaboration 
Infonnation 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar 5 4 2 4 
Adding Header 5 5 6 2 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 5 4 2 0 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0 2 3 4 
Checking Grammar 0 1 5 3 
Checking Spelling 3 2 6 1 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 3 3 1 5 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 9 9 3 4 
Customizing Margins 6 6 2 6 
Insert Merge Fields 4 4 1 7 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 7 7 3 3 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 4 3 3 3 
Inserting Table of Contents a 1 2 2 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 7 7 5 4 
Inserting Word Art 6 6 5 5 
Rearranging Topics in Ouijjne Mode 0 1 5 2 
Selecting a Printer 3 3 3 3 
Sorting a Table 0 1 0 4 
Turning On Revision Marks N/A N/A N/A NlA 
Using Print Preview 0 1 2 1 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Table 11: Supplemental Information Ratios for Word for Dummies 
Topic Adjunct/Step E1aborationl Total Extra/Step 
Step 
Adding Borders \0 Paragraphs with Toolbar 0.50 1.00 1.50 
Adding Header 1.20 0.40 1.60 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 0.50 0.00 0.50 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 1.50 2.00 3.50 
Checking Grammar 5.00 3.00 8.00 
Checking Spelling 3.00 0.50 3.50 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 0.33 1.67 2.00 
-
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0.33 0.44 0.78 
Customizing Margins 0.33 1.00 1.33 
Insert Merge Fields 0.25 1.75 2.00 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0.43 0.43 0.86 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Inserting Table of Contents 2.00 2.00 4.00 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 0.71 0.57 1.29 
Inserting Word Art 0.83 0.83 1.67 
Rearranging Topics in OuUine Mode 5.00 2.00 7.00 
Selecting a Printer 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Sorting a Table 0.00 4.00 4.00 
Turning On Revision Marks N/A N/A N/A 
Using Print Preview 2.00 1.00 3.00 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame NlA N/A N/A 
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Table 12: Summary Results for Mastering Word 
Topic t# Actual Adjunct Elaboration 
Steps Steps Information 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 7 7 1 0 
Adding Header 5 4 4 2 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 2 2 2 a 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 5 5 3 a 
Checking Grammar 4 2 2 5 
Checking Spelling 0 1 6 3 
Creating Indent with T oolbar 0 1 1 3 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box N/A N/A N/A NJA 
Customizing Margins 7 6 2 0 
Insert Merge Fields 13 12 1 4 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0 1 2 1 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 0 2 3 2 
Inserting Table of Contents 7 7 3 2 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 4 3 2 1 
Inserting Word Art 11 12 4 4 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0 2 4 0 
Selecting a Printer 4 3 6 2 
Sorting a Table 11 8 3 0 
Turning On Revision Marks 3 2 3 0 
Using Print Preview 0 1 3 3 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame N/A NlA N/A NlA 
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Table 13: Supplemental Information Rati:os for Mastering Word 
Topic Adjunct/Step Elaborationl Total Extra/Step 
Step . I' 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar 0.14 0.00 0.14 
Adding Header 1.00 0.50 1.50 
Changing Alignment with Toolbar 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0.60 0.00 0.60 
Checking Grammar 1.00 2.50 3.50 
Checking Spelling 6.00 3.00 9.00 
Creating Indent with T oolbar 1.00 3.00 4.00 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box N/A NlA NfA 
Customizing Margins 0.33 0.00 0.33 
Insert Merge Fields 0.08 
I 
0.33 0.42 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 2.00 1.00 3.00 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 1.50 1.00 2.50 
Inserting Table of Contents 0.43 0.29 0.71 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 0.67 0.33 1.00 
Inserting Word Art 0.33 0.33 0.67 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 2.00 0.00 2.00 
Selecting a Printer 2.00 0.67 2.67 
Sorting a Table 0.38 0.00 0.38 
Turning On Revision Marks 1.50 0.00 1.50 
Using Print Preview 3.00 3.00 6.00 




Tabla, 14: Summary Results for Running Word 
Topic # 
Steps 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 2 
Adding Header N/A 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 2 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0 
Checking Grammar 0 
Checking Spelling 0 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 1 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 4 
Customizing Margins 4 
Insert Merge Fields 8 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 5 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters N/A 
Inserting Table of Contents 4 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 2 
Inserting Word Art 5 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0 
Selecting a Printer 4 
, Sorting a Table 3 
Turning On Revision Marks 2 
Using Print Preview 0 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 2 
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Actual Adjunct 8aboration 
I 
Steps Infonnation 
2 2 0 
NJA N/A NlA 
2 3 0 
1 0 0 
2 9 2 
6 10 6 
1 4 0 
5 4 2 
4 1 2 
8 3 0 
5 4 0 
NlA N/A N/A 
4 1 0 
2 5 5 
6 7 2 
2 3 4 
4 5 1 
3 2 2 
2 2 1 
0 1 0 
2 0 0 
Table 15: Supplemental Information Ratios for Running Word 
Topic Adjunct/Step Baborationl . Total Extra/Step 
Step 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Adding Header N/A NlA NlA 
Changing Alignment with Toolbar 1.50 0.00 1.50 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0.00 0.00 0,00 
Checking Grammar 4.50 1.00 5.50 
Checking Spelling 1.67 1.00 2.67 
Creating Indent with Toolbar 4.00 0.00 4.00 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0.80 0.40 1.20 
Customizing Margins 0.25 0.50 0.75 
Insert Merge Fields 0.38 0.00 0.38 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0.80 0.00 0.80 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters N/A N/A NlA 
Inserting Table of Contents 0.25 a.DO 0.25 
Inserting Table with T colbar 2.50 2.50 5.00 
Inserting Word Art 1.17 0.33 1.50 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 1.50 2.00 3.50 
Selecting a Printer 1.25 0.25 1.50 
Sorting a Table 0.67 0.67 1.33 
Turning On Revision Marks 1.00 0.50 1.50 
Using Print Preview N/A N/A NlA 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 16: Summary Results for ABCs of Word 
Topic # Actual Adjunct Elaboration 
Steps Steps Information 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar NJA NlA NlA NlA 
Adding Header 3 3 3 0 
Changing Alignment with Toolbar 2 2 2 0 
Changing line Spacing in Dialog Box 6 6 6 0 
Checking Grammar 3 3 13 2 
Checking Spelling 3 2 15 5 
Creating Indent with T oolbar N/A N/A 0 NlA 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 10 10 8 10 
Customizing Margins 0 2 2 0 
Insert Merge Fields 0 2 0 5 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 6 6 6 1 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 6 5 13 1 
Inserting Table of Contents 8 8 2 
, 
6 
Inserting Table with Toolbar a 3 1 1 
Inserting Word Art N/A NlA 0 NlA 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0 2 4 0 
Selecting a Printer N/A NlA 0 NlA 
Sorting a Table 9 9 4 5 
Turning On Revision Marks 0 2 2 a 
Using Print Preview a 2 2 1 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame N/A NlA 0 N/A 
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Table 17: Supplemental Information Ratios for ABCs of Word 
Topic Adjunct! Elaboration! Total I r 
Step Step Extra/Step 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar N/A NfA N/A 
Adding Header 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Checking Grammar 4.33 0.67 5.00 
Checking Spelling 7.fIJ 2.fIJ 10.00 
Creating Indent with T oolbar N/A NlA N/A 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0.80 1.00 1.80 
Customizing Margins 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Insert Merge Fields 0.00 2.fIJ 2.50 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 1.00 0.17 1.17 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 2.60 0.20 2.80 
Inserting Table of Contents 0.25 0.75 1.00 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 0.33 0.33 0.67 
Inserting Word Art NlA NlA NlA 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 2.00 0.00 2.00 
Selecting a Printer N/A NJA NlA 
Sorting a Table 0.44 0.56 1.00 
Turning On Revision Marks 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Using Print Preview 1.00 0.50 1.50 
" .. 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame N/A N/A NlA 
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Table 18: Summary Results for Word for Busy PeopJe 
Topic ## Actual Adjunct Baboratfon 
Steps Steps Information 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar 0 3 1 j 
Adding Header a 2 3 8 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 0 2 1 4 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0 4 2 0 
Checking Grammar 0 0 0 1 
Checking Spelling 0 2 13 1 
Creating Indent with T oolbar 0 1 0 4 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 4 5 7 5 
Customizing Margins 0 4 1 1 
Insert Merge Fields 0 2 2 4 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0 3 9 1 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters N/A N/A NlA NlA 
Inserting Table of Contents 0 5 2 0 
Inserting Table with T oolbar a 1 2 1 
Inserting Word Art NlA NlA NlA NlA 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0 3 6 1 
Selecting a Printer N/A NlA NJA NlA 
Sorting a Table N/A N/A 0 N/A 
Turning On Revision Marks 0 3 2 1 
Using Print Preview N/A N/A N/A NJA 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 0 3 8 0 
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Table 19: Supplemental Information Ratios for Word for Busy People 
Topic AdjunctJ Step Baborationl Total Extra/Step 
Step 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with T oolbar 0.33 1.00 1.33 
Adding Header 1.50 4.00 5.50 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 0.50 2.00 2.50 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 0.50 0.00 0.50 
Checking Grammar N/A NJA N/A 
Checking Spelling 6.50 0.50 7.00 
Creating Indent with T oolbar 0.00 4.00 4.00 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 1.40 1.00 2.40 
Customizing Margins 0.25 0.25 0.50 
Insert Merge Fields 1.00 2.00 3.00 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 3.00 0.33 3.33 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters N/A N/A N/A 
Inserting Table of Contents 0.40 0.00 0.40 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 2.00 1.00 3.00 
Inserting Word Art NJA NJA N/A 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 2.00 0.33 2.33 
Selecting a Printer N/A N/A N/A 
Sorting a Table N/A N/A N/A 
Turning On Revision Marks 0.67 0.33 1.00 
Using Print Preview N/A NlA N/A 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 2.67 0.00 2.67 
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Table 20: Summary Results for Microsoft Word Made Easy 
Topic # Steps Actual Steps Adjunct. Elaboration 
Information 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar a 2 2 8 
Adding Header a 4 4 a 
Changing Alignment with Toolbar a 1 2 3 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box a 3 3 3 
Checking Grammar a 2 7 5 
Checking Spelling a 3 5 1 
Creating Indent with T colbar 0 2 3 1 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0 7 2 7 
Customizing Margins 0 4 2 0 
Insert Merge Fields N/A NlA N/A NlA 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box 0 3 1 2 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 0 3 4 3 
Inserting Table of Contents 0 15 5 2 
Inserting Table with Toolbar 0 2 6 1 
Inserting Word Art 0 10 4 2 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode a 2 0 a 
Selecting a Printer 0 3 1 1 
Sorting a Table a 4 4 5 
Turning On Revision Marks a 3 2 a 
Using Print Preview 0 3 5 0 
Wrapping Text Around a Frame 0 1 1 1 
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Table 21: Supplemental Information Ratios for Microsoft Word Made Easy 
Topic Adjunct! Elaboration! Total Extra/Step 
Step Step 
Adding Borders to Paragraphs with Toolbar 1.00 4.00 5.00 
Adding Header 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Changing Alignment with T oolbar 2.00 3.00 5.00 
Changing Line Spacing in Dialog Box 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Checking Grammar 3.50 2.50 6.00 
Checking Spelling 1.67 0.33 2.00 
Creating Indent with T oolbar 1.50 0.50 2.00 
Creating or Changing Styles in Dialog Box 0.29 1.00 1.29 
Customizing Margins 0.50 0.00 0.50 
Insert Merge Fields N/A N/A NJA 
Inserting Newspaper Columns in Dialog Box ,0.33 0.67 1.00 
Inserting Symbols or Special Characters 1.33 1.00 2.33 
Inserting Table of Contents 1.00 0.40 1.40 
Inserting Table with T oolbar 3.00 0.50 3.50 
Inserting Word Art 0.40 0.20 0.60 
Rearranging Topics in Outline Mode 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Selecting a Printer 0.33 0.33 0.67 
Sorting a Table 1.00 1.25 2.25 
Turning On Revision Marks 0.67 0.00 0.67 
Using Print Preview 1.67 0.00 1.67 
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